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SUMMARY

A computer program for the prediction of normal wall pressures
and wall forces in mass flow bins, based on the Jenike method, has
been developed. It operates in an interactive mode and produces both
graphical and tabulated output.
In the development of a simplified design

method peak

strain

energy wall pressures were expressed as multiples of the corresponding
Janssen pressures. Design charts were produced by applying a smoothing
technique to reduce the magnitude of a discontinuity which is inherent
in the Jenike method.
The multiple of in itia l loads design approach has been extended
to the cylinder in plane wall force, via a design fa ctor for the force
at the base of the cylinder, and the hopper transition overpressure.
All design multiples are given in chart form.
The simplified design method eliminates the tedious calculations
and the consequent need for computer time which are associated with the
strain energy method. The design chart method also allows sen sitivity
analyses to be carried out quickly.

The computer program is s t i l l a

useful tool for investigating out of the ordinary situations.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

- constant used in strain energy

Ac

~ cross sectional area of cylinder

Az

- cross sectional area of hopper at depth

B

- constant used in strain energy

z

- hopper outlet dimension
CFF

- cylinder force fa ctor

c Rr

- hopper transition pressure design fa ctor

CPF

- cylinder pressure fa ctor

cu

- design fa ctor for in plane wall force at base of cylinder

D

- diameter of circular vertical section
- width of long rectangular vertical section

e

- 2.718282

g

- acceleration due to gravity

h

- depth variable in vertical section

hc

- effective head of solids acting at transition

h0

- height of a hopper from its apex

hs

- effective head of solids due to a surcharge

H

- height of mass flow cylinder

Hs

- height of surcharge on a bin

K

- ra tio of normal to vertica l stre ss at the same level

Kc

- cylinder design pressure factor

Kh

- value of K at natural boundary in strain energy

Kj

- value of K used in Janssen equation

Kmax ~ hopper flow stre ss ra tio
Kmjn - hopper in itial s tre ss ra tio
Kt

- value of K at effective transition in funnel flow

L

- length of long rectangular section
iv

m

- bin flow pattern parameter
m = 0 plane flow (end wall e ffects neglected)
m = 1 axisymmetric flow

M

- constant used in strain energy

N

- constant used in strain energy

P

- normal wall pressure

po

- perimeter of cylinder

pf

“ normal pressure under flow conditions

p ft

- flow pressure at transition

pi

- normal pressure under in itial conditions

Pit

- in itia l pressure at transition

pJ
p rt

- Janssen wall pressure at bottom of cylinder
- radial s tr e s s field pressure at transition

PZ

- perimeter of hopper at depth z

q

- non dimensional surcharge factor

Q

- resultant vertical force on a cross section

R

- hydraulic radius

3

- slope distance along hopper wall

so
SPF

- str e s s boundary condition in strain energy

U

- in plane force in cylinder or hopper walls

Ui

- in plane wall force under initial conditions

uf

- in plane wall force under flow conditions

UJ

- in itial in plane wall force at base of cylinder

- switch pressure fa ctor

*“*max - strain energy U at bottom of vertical section
- strain energy coordinate system
x
X

- parameter in Enstad analysis

Y

- parameter in Enstad analysis

z

- depth variable

2h

- strain energy natural boundary
V

2o

- switch location in strain energy

a

- hopper halt angle measured from the vertical (ALPHA)

&

- angle used in Enstad stre ss analysis

r

- weight bulk density of a bulk solid

d

- effective angle of internal friction (DELTA)

6

- angle of repose

(i

- fully developed coefficient of wall friction

v

- Poisson ra tio of a bulk solid

7i

- 3.14159

p

- mass bulk density of a bulk solid

<?v

(r

= pg)

( u = tan<£)

- raean vertical s tre ss acting on a horizontal cross section
- normal wall str e s s at given depth

tfw/rB

- non dimensional normal wall stre ss function
- shear stre ss along channel wall

4>

- kinematic angle of friction between a bulk solid
and a bin wall (PHI)

vi

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Axisymmetric Flow

- Mass flow pattern in a hopper or cylinder,
symmetrical about a centreline.

Bin

- A container for bulk solids with outlets
for withdrawal of the solids by gravity or
with the aid of a flow promotion device.

Bulk Solid

- An assembly of discrete solid components
substantially

in

contact

with

immediate

neighbours.
Cylinder

- Vertical section of a bin.

Effective Transition

- Elevation at which the flow channel in
te rse cts the cylinder in funnel flow.

Expanded Flow

- Flow pattern which is a combination of
funnel flow and mass flew.

Feeder

- Device for controlling the rate of withdrawal
of bulk solid from a bin.

Funnel Flow

- Flow pattern in which solids flow in a
channel formed within stagnant material.

Hopper

- Converging section of a bin.

Mass Flow

- Flow pattern in which all the solid is in
motion whenever any of it is withdrawn.

vii

Plane Flow

- Mass flow pattern in a hopper or cylinder
with two opposing sides perpendicular.

Transition

- Elevation at which the cylinder in tersects
the hopper.

viii
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1

INTRODUCTION

A fter the geometry of a bin has been determined it is necessary
to evaluate the wall loads to allow the bin to be economically designed
fo r stru ctu ra l in tegrity. Bin wall loads are predominately functions of
bulk solid material properties, the type of flow channel Caxisymmetric
or plane flow), flow patterns attained during discharge and flow channel
convergences. The methods for determining bulk solid material properties
and the principles of bin flow channel design are now well known (3,14).
The wall loads which occur during fillin g are differen t to those
which act during flow.

For a complete analysis of bin loads it

is

necessary to evaluate the loads for both these modes of operation in
the cylinder and in the hopper.
According to Jenike et.al.

(17,18) in itial loading conditions develop

when bulk solids are charged into an empty bin with the outlet gate
closed.

The solids contract under the effect of increasing weight of

material and an active (peaked) sta te of pressure develops.

In th is

s tr e s s field the direction of the major principal str e s s is close to
v e rtica l as shown in Figure 1-1. Solids flowing continuously in a mass
flow hopper contract laterally and expand vertically.
passive (arched) pressure field.

This implies a

During flow in the hopper the lines

of major principal s tr e s s arch across the hopper as shown in Figure
1-1.

When the gate is f i r s t

opened or the feeder sta rted

a fte r a

bin has been filled v ertica l support for the bulk solid is reduced

Near Vertical Direction
of Major Principal Stress
-Variable Stress
Field

Shear Consolidation a l
Rest

Arched Stress Field

NITlAL

FLOW

Figure 1-1

Bin Stress Distributions

o

or removed.

The solids above the outlet expand v ertica lly reducing

v ertica l pressures within the solid and cause a switch to a passive
pressure field. The switch travels upward as the region of flow expands
into the hopper.

An active pressure field s t ill exists above the switch

while an overpressure occurs at the level of the switch.

The switch

may act as a shock load or under certain conditions become locked at
a tran sition or effectiv e tran sition in the case of funnel flow.

The

behaviour of the switch and whether or not it propagates into the
cylinder to cause an arched pressure field is s t i l l unresolved (18,38).
During flow stre sse s are determined by the flow pattern and the
extent of convergence in the flow channel.

In mass flow motion occurs

everywhere in the bin including at the walls. In funnel flow material flow
occurs within a central channel bounded by stagnant material.
flow patterns are shown in Figure 1-2.

These

The extent of the convergence

of the hopper helps determine the magnitude of the overpressures which
act at the tran sition.

In mass flow the overpressures act d irectly

on the walls while in funnel flow the overpressure is muffled by dead
material below the effectiv e transition.
Equilibrium considerations have been used by Jenike et.al.
account fo r the overpressures.

(17) to

The to ta l weight of bulk solid in a bin

must be supported by the walls.

This weight must equal the sum of

the v e rtica l components of forces acting at the walls.

An additional

normal pressure is developed in the solid in tran sition from active to
passive s tr e s s sta te s to compensate for a deficiency in wall support
which occurs as a resu lt of the lower pressures in the passive str e s s
field below the switch.
This th esis will primarily consider wall loads in mass flow bins
^^j,0h are assumed to be symmetrically filled and discharged.

It is

C e n tra l Flow
C hannel

Dead

Mass

Funnel F lo w

F lo w

Bin Flow Patterns
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Figure 1-2
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fu rth er assumed that the bins are filled without significan t impact with
materials which deaerate rapidly on fillin g and which do not readily
overconsolidate.

Some aspects of the analysis will be applicable to

funnel flow bins.

Squat mass flow cylinders (H/D less than 1) have not

been considered.

Loadings such as bin self weight and wind loads have

not been considered.
The method of Jenike (16) has been developed over a number of years
and has gained general acceptance as a design method.

Due to the

tedious calculations required for aspects of th is method it is apparent
th at a computer solution would be useful.

Hence, a computer program

utilizing in tera ctive graphics for the determination of Jenike method
wall loads will be presented.
Wall loads for design purposes, particularly cylinder pressures,
have often been evaluated as multiples of the in itia l loads.
approach simplifies the calculations required.

This

To date the method has

lacked a th eoretica l basis as the selection of multiples can be quite
a rb itra ry

or may be based on limited experimental resu lts wherein

the extrapolation to other

conditions is

not necessarily valid.

A

th eoretica l ju stifica tion for the multiple of in itia l loads method will
be given using the Jenike method and a simplified design method proposed
for cylinder and hopper pressures as well as the cylinder in plane
wall force.

14.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

One of

the

fir s t

significant

contributions

to

the

problem of

predicting bin wall loads was made by Janssen (13) in 1395. The equation
derived by Janssen showed the effe ct of wall frictio n on pressures in
cylindrical silos.

Other workers (17) found by measurement that bin

pressures varied widely between fillin g and flow and that high peak
loads could occur.

These pressure measurements, together with bin

stru ctu ra l failures, provided evidence that the determination of bin
wall loads was far more complex than indicated by the Janssen analysis.
Jenike et.al.

(17) give a h istorica l overview of some of this early

work and a comprehensive bibliography.

Theimer (32) has documented the

stru ctu ra l failures of a number of grain silos.
Most modern theories on bin wall loads d ifferen tia te between in itia l
(filling or sta tic), flow (emptying or dynamic) and switch str e s s conditions
as discussed, for example, by Jenike et.al.

(17.18).

As indicated in

the Introduction the behaviour of the switch and whether or not it
propagates into the cylinder to give an arched pressure field therein
is s t i l l unresolved.
At the Utah Engineering Experiment Station Jenike (14,15) developed
design

procedures for

the determination of the

c ritic a l geometries

required to achieve either mass flow or funnel flow in a bin. The design
method compares the flowability of the bulk solid to the flowability
of the

channel.

Test procedures

were developed to determine bulk

solid flow properties ie material flowability.

Channel flowability may

be determined, for a given set of material flow properties, from the
solutions to the equations of motion for a bulk solid flowing in a
converging channel.

15.

Johanson et.al.

(22) have obtained numerical solutions

for the

radial s tr e s s field equations of motion. In a radial s tr e s s field normal
pressures vary linearly with the span of the channel.
occurs near the outlet of a hopper during flow.

This situation

The str e s s field is

determined by the channel convergence and the frictio n a l properties of
the wall. Design charts for the flow factor, non-dirnensionai normal wall
s tr e s s function and the non-dimensional surcharge fa cto r are given in
Bulletin 123 (14).

Numerical solutions to the equations of motion have

also been obtained by Reeves (27) whose resu lts were presented as charts,
reproduced in Arnold et.al (3), and computer data files.

Reeves used

the altern ative expression fo r the non-dimensional surcharge fa cto r
derived by McLean et.al.

(25).

Walker and Blanchard (37) reported the resu lts of pressure measure
ments made fo r a fine coal in a set of experimental hoppers. The sequence
of charging and withdrawing of solids was found to be significant.

The

higher in itia l pressures near the outlet could be avoided by withdrawing
a lit t l e material during the fillin g operation.

Flow pressures were

dependent on flow having taken place rather thanr,on flow actually
taking place as flow pressures remained during extended interruptions
to discharge.
Walker (36) derived an expression for cylinder wall pressures which
was of

similar exponential form to the Janssen equation.

Instead

of assuming that v ertica l stre sse s are constant over an elemental
horizontal slice of bulk solid a distribu tion fa cto r was used.

This

related the average v e rtica l s tr e s s acting on a cross section to the
v e rtica l s tr e s s near the wall but was taken as unity.

The analysis

was extended to take into account the e ffect of surcharge pressures
which could be imposed on top of a cylinder.

Walker applied a similar

16

force balance analysis to the hopper section and again proposed the
use of a d istribu tion fa cto r which was taken as unity.
Walters extended the Walker theory to distinguish between in itia l
and flow conditions fo r both the hopper (39) and v ertica l section (38) of
axisymmetric bins.

Mohr circle analyses were used to derive analytical

expressions for the distribu tion fa cto rs fo r each s tr e s s regime. It was
assumed that horizontal stre sse s were constant over a cross section
and that v ertica l shear stre sse s followed a linear variation from zero
at the bin centre to a maximum at the wall.

The predicted dynamic

wall s tr e s s values were shown to be greater than the s t a t ic s tre ss
values fo r small cylinder depths. As the cylinder depth increases both
s tr e s s s ta te s approach the same asymptotic value.
Switch pressure envelopes for both cylinders and hoppers were
obtained by considering the active pressure field above the switch as
a surcharge acting on the passive pressure field.

It was suggested

that the switch s tr e s s envelopes be used as the basis for stru ctu ral
design, Clague (6) has extended the Walker and Walters analyses to wedge
hoppers with and without v ertica l sections.

The theories of Janssen.

Walker, Walters and Clague have been integrated and generalized by
Arnold et.al.(6) into a design method.

It is argued that for design

purposes the switch should be locked at the transition.

An active

s tr e s s field would th erefore exist in the cylinder during flow.

These

theories do not adequately predict cylinder flow pressures as whilst
an active s tr e s s field is indicated the Walters dynamic stre sse s and
switch envelopes demand a passive s tr e s s field extending to the top
of the cylinder.
The generalized theories were used by Rolfe (29) who developed a
computer program for predicting bin wall pressures.

Switch pressures

17.

were not considered.

Graphical output of all resu lts was obtained on

a non-interactive basis.
Some of the shortcomings of the Walker and Walters theories for
cylinder flow wall pressures have been overcome by Jenike et.al.
in the minimum recoverable strain energy theory.

(19,20)

This is an application

of the second law of thermodynamics and predicts that a change in
s tr e s s field will occur when the available strain energy is greater
than the resistan ce to redistribu tion of s tr e s s to a lower level of
internal energy.

The theory also implies that the switch from Janssen

to minimum strain energy s tr e s s field s will stop short of the top of
the cylinder.

Further d etails of th is theory are given in Arnold et.al.

(3 ).

Experimental work carried out by Jenike et.al.

(20) has shown that

in itia l wall pressures are well represented by the Janssen equation.
Slight deviations in cylinder shape were shown to cause large changes
in wall pressures.

Janssen pressures were maintained during flow in a

sligh tly divergent cylinder (1/2 degree included angle).

The introduction

of ledges of the order of magnitude of weld shrinkage at girth seams,
in both sligh tly converging and diverging cylinders, caused Janssen
pressures to be exceeded by fa ctors of two to three locally.

These

peaks approached values predicted by the minimum strain energy method.
A very limited range of design charts for strain energy wall pressures
and in plane wall forces in axisymmetric cylinders are given.
The minimum strain energy field requires a very particular cylinder
shape.

Jenike et.al.

(20) postulate that the thin boundary layers which

are seen to form and dissolve in transparent walled cylinders during
flow tr y to form so as to conform to the particular shape required.
Their formation causes a switch from a Janssen s tre ss field to the

18.

minimum strain energy field.

The dissolution of the layer causes a

switch back to Janssen.
Hopper stre sse s are also considered in the same paper. The Janssen
distribu tion is used to determine the surcharge on the hopper. Initial
pressures are described by a linear variation between the apex and
the tran sition.

Under flow conditions the tran sition overpressure is

d istribu ted over a 0.3D slant distance below the transition.

A linear

variation from zero at the apex to the radial pressure component at
the tran sition is used below the overpressure area.
Funnel flow wall loads are considered by Jenike et.al.

(21). It is

suggested that in itia l pressures be represented by Janssen using the
to ta l height of the bin. Vertical wall forces may similarly be obtained
from minimum strain energy using the to ta l height of the bin.

Strain

energy wall pressures may be used above the effective tran sition in
ta ll bins.

Design charts are given for pressures in bins with H/D

ra tio s from 2 to 5.
Minimum recoverable strain energy pressures are a function of
the locations of the natural boundary condition and the switch.
prediction of peak strain

The

energy pressures involves the evaluation

of a bound enclosing all possible pressure peaks.

This task involves

considerable computational e ffo rt as both the location of the switch
and the natural boundary condition are indeterminate. The single bound
approximation and the single calculation methods of McLean et.al.

(24)

provide a means of simplifying peak pressure calculations.
The problem of the non-availability
energy

design

charts

was

overcome by

of a full range of strain
Smith (30) who presented

comprehensive range of computer produced charts.

a

These covered strain

19.

energy pressures and forces for H/D values between 1 and 6. These have
been reproduced in Arnold et.al.

(3).

Peak pressures are extrapolated

to the tran sition as th is more closely approximates pressures when
the hopper strain energy is considered (20).
In a more recent paper Jenike (16) suggests mass flow cylinders
should be designed on the basis of 1.5 times Janssen pressures from
the top down one diameter.

Below one diameter from the too minimum

strain energy pressures should be used.

These may be reduced by 15

percent to account for the inevitable reduction of the th eoretically
computed pressure peaks.
tran sition.

The peak pressure is extrapolated to the

This pressure distribu tion is shown in Figure 2-1.

Further, Jenike adapted the Janssen analysis to converging channels.
The ra tio of normal wall pressure to average vertica l pressure used
for in itia l conditions resu lts in a linear variation with depth. Initial
pressures are used for design in the lower sections of a hopper.
the upper part of the hopper design is based on flow conditions.
flow s tr e s s ra tio kmax is based on the radial str e s s field,
Kmax contour plots ' were given.

In
The

A range of

This method forms the basis for much

of the fu rth er work carried out in this thesis.

It will, in general, be

referred to as the 'Jenike method'.
An approximate theory for the stre sse s

in plane flow hoppers

during flow has been developed by Enstad (9). In th is theory the stre ss
s ta te is considered to be passive with the powder being composed of
arched layers.

Each layer is considered to be limited by eccentric

circles with centrelines on the hopper centreline as shown in Figure
2-2.

The major consolidation stresses (a.,) are assumed to be tangential

to the circles and the minor consolidation stresses (o9) normal to them.

D

LEGEND
- - In itia l
----- Flow

H

0.85 x S tra in Energy

Transition Overpressure

/ ^ R a d i a l S tr e s s Fietd

Figure 2- 1

to
Normal Wall Pressures in a Mass Flow Bin

°
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Th© Enstad s tr e s s theory has oeen extended to axisymmetric flow
hoppers by Arnold et.al.

(2). McLean et.al.

(25) have derived analytical

expressions for the non-dimensional normal wall s tr e s s function and the
non-dimensional surcharge fa cto r using the generalized Enstad theory.
Jenike (14) evaluated the surcharge fa cto r by integrating the vertica l
s tr e s s across the hopper cross section.
McLean et.al.

The expression derived by

(25) requires only the evaluation of the stresses at the

hopper wall and has proven to be considerably easier to compute.

The

availability of these analytical expressions for radial s tr e s s field
parameters has freed bin designers from the need to rely on a limited
range of design charts and fa cilita ted the use of computers in the design process.
A non-dimensional design chart approach to the hopper transition
switch s tr e s s

was adopted by Rolfe (29).

Charts were developed on

the basis of the Jenike theory (16) which considered the switch as a
superposition of a radial s tre ss field component and an overpressure
component due to the cylinder surcharge.

The Enstad analytical solution

for the radial str e s s field parameters was used.

The usefulness of

th is approach is limited by the large number of charts required to
cover the normal range of cylinder geometries and effective angles of
internal friction .
Rolfe has also presented a range of contour plots of the hopper
flow s tr e s s ra tio Kmax. Most of these plots use Enstad radial s tre ss
field values with the exception of some plane flow charts which use
the numerical solution values of Reeves (27).
the contours are in correctly labelled.

Unfortunately some of

D ifficu lties were reported in

recovering the Reeves axisymmetric flow data file s from the computer.

22 .

Figure 2-2

Enstad Passive Stress Distibution
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Everts et.al.

(10) describe the operation of a computer program

which was written to determine bin wail thicknesses.

It was developed

using the re su lts and recommendations from experimental investigations
into both mass flow and funnel flow pressures reported by Richards
(28) and Van Zanten et.aL

(34,35).

Cylinder normal wall pressures are

calculated by the local passive yielding method which is based on a
powder flowing past an obstruction (34). The in plane force is determined
as per DIN 1055 (11).
Although the Janssen equation on it s own is inadequate for design
purposes it continues t o a t tr a c t considerable attention due to its
rela tive simplicity.
equations using

less

Several researchers have derived bin pressure
stringent

assumptions

than

in

the

cla ssical

derivation which considers the equilibrium of a uniformly loaded elemental
section.
Lvin (23) considered s tre sse s

in the horizontal direction

were

non-uniform and applied equilibrium conditions to an elemental ring. It
was assumed that the inner rings could slide downward rela tive to the
outer rings.

A family of solutions was obtained from the resulting

p artial d ifferen tia l equation with the Janssen equation coinciding with
the lower bound of the family.

This analysis was extended to non

circu lar cross sections and conical free surfaces.
Cowin (7) has also derived an equation using less rigid assumptions
fo r a cylinder with an arb itra ry cross section.

It was assumed that

wail fric tio n need not be fully mobilized, stresses need not be functions
only of depth and th at only the ra tio of the normal boundary s tr e s s
averaged over the perimeter to the vertica l s tr e s s averaged over the
cross sectional area is constant.
in a d ifferen tia l inequality.

Equilibrium conditions then resu lt

For fully mobilized wail friction che lower

24.

bound solution represen ts the cla ssica l form of the Janssen equation
while the upper bound gives the h yd rosta tic pressures for no wall
friction .

The r a tio Kj used in the Janssen equation has been the subject of
much conjecture as to it s value and applicability.

Traditionally it has

been rath er loosely defined as the ra tio of form al to average v ertica l
s tre s s '.

Jenike (16) recommends a value of 0.4 unless the effectiv e angle

of fric tio n is less than 25.4 degrees when
K- - 1 ~ sind
j
1 + sind

should be used. Bagster (5) and Sundaram et.al.
of th is equation.

(31) have been c r itic a l

Moysey (26) s ta te s that th is equation is a lower

bound fo r the case of no wall friction .
discontinued.

(2-1)

Sundaram et.al.

suggest it s use

Cowin (8) has proposed that Kj should be defined more

precisely as the perimeter average of normal s tr e s s to cross section
average of v ertica l s tre ss.

Cowin has also demonstrated that equation

2-1 represents a lower bound if th is revised definition is applied.
Codes of p ra ctice fo r the determination of bin design wall loads
include the American Concrete In stitu te ACI-313 1977 code (1) and the
German Standards In stitu te DIN 1055 1964 code (11,12).

The scope of the

DIN 1055 code does not include hoppers nor does it distinguish between
flow patterns.

Pressures are calculated from Janssen.

Wall frictio n

angles are taken as a fra ction of the internal frictio n angle depending
on a mean bulk solid p a rticle size.

The wall frictio n angle therefore ,

has no relation to the actual wall material.

Different wall frictio n

angles and r a tio s of horizontal to v e rtica l pressure apply for fillin g
(K=0.5) and emptying (K=1.0) conditions.
ACI-313 uses overpressure and impact fa cto rs to determine design
pressures from either a Janssen or a Reimbert distribution.

Different
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overpressure fa c to r s apply fo r various height zones in bins of various
dimensionless height.

In plane wall forces are determined from a force

balance analysis using eith er Reimbert or 0.8 times Janssen v e rtica l
pressures.

This code primarily applies to funnel flow bins.
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3.

THE JENIKE METHOD FOR BIN WALL LOADS

3.1

In tr o d u c tio n

The Jenike method for the prediction of mass flow bin wall loads is
outlined below.

The equations given here have been adapted to account

for the effect of a surcharge on the top of the cylinder.

Figure 3-1

shows the bin coordinate system.

3.2

3.2.1

C y lin d e r I n i t i a l

W a ll

Loads

N o rm a l W a ll P r e s s u r e s

The normal wall pressures which act in the cylinder under in itial
or fillin g conditions are well represented by the Janssen equation.
Vertical equilibrium of the elemental section of bulk solid given in
Figure 3-2 gives:
A c(<jv + dav) + P cTw dz = A cav + r A c dz

(3 -1)

To obtain a closed form solution of this differen tial equation it is
necessary to assume that:
(i)

wall friction is fully mobilized

rw =awtan<£

(ii)

the ra tio of normal wall pressure to mean vertical stress
is constant Kj =aw/ a v

(iii)

bulk density is independent of stress

(iv)

the effect of end walls is neglected in plane flow
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Figure 3-1

Bin Coordinates

28 .

co /?e /Z

Figure 3-2

Equilibrium of an Elemental Slice
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Integrating the f i r s t order d ifferen tia l equation (3-1) between a
lower boundary condition of z = 0 and aw = rhs and an upper boUndary
condition of z = h and

= Pj gives*

-yD
-UKjfr
Pi = — (1 -e R ) + rKjhs e R

(3 -2)

where R = --- —--- 2(m + 1) Pc

(3-3 )

Hs
and h_ = ——
s m+ 2

(3 -4)

Jenike (16) suggests Kj = 0.4 is applicable to most materials.

Where

d < 25.4 Kj should be calculated from:
Y _ (1 - sind)

(3 -5)

” (1 + sind)

As discussed in Section 2 equation 3-5 should be regarded as a lower
bound on Kj. The hydrostatic stre ss variation assumed for the surcharge
resu lts in a fin ite stre ss being predicted for the free surface at the
top of the cylinder.

3 .2 .2 In

P la n e W a ll

F orces

Overall vertical equilibrium of the bulk solid shown in Figure 3-3
gives:
U-, = a c(h +hs) r -

Ac^i
K;

where A0 = [ i )mD1+mL1-m

(3

-

6)

(3

-

7)

if the end walls are neglected in the case of plane flow. In dimensionless
terms the force at depth h is given by:
U;

m h + hs

7.Q2+mL1-m

= c?)4 ' c% D

Pj
rDKj )

(3

-

8)

The perimeter of a general cylinder may be expressed as follows if the
end walls are neglected in plane flow:
P0 = OiD)m (2L)1‘ m

(3-9)

30 .

Figure 3-3

Overall Equilibrium of a Vertical Channel with Surcharge
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The v ertica l force per unit circumference is therefore given by:
ui

rD

UD)m(2L)1" m

3.3 C y l i n d e r

Flow

W a ll

3.3.1 Minimum S t r a i n

f h + hs
2(1 + m)1
-

-

(3 - 10)

rK:

Loads

E n ergy

W a ll P r e s s u r e s

It has been postulated by Jenike et.al.

(19,20) that flow channel

convergences govern the formation of boundary layers at the bin wall.
The formation of these boundary layers cause a switch from Janssen
to the minimum strain energy stre ss field.

The in itial Janssen stre ss

field exists between the top of the cylinder and the switch. Below the
switch the minimum strain energy stre ss field applies. As the location
of the switch is indeterminate the prediction of peak strain energy
pressures involves the evaluation of an envelope enclosing all possible
pressure peaks.

Figure 3-4 shows the peak pressure envelope.

At the switch location a boundary condition is given by the Janssen
stress.

The effect of a surcharge on the cylinder has been taken into

account through the value of SQ which provides this boundary condition.
It is noted however that this does not take into account the strain
energy contained in the surcharge.
A fu ll derivation of the strain energy theory is given in Jenike
et.al.

(20) and Arnold et.al.

pressure at any point

(3).

The derivation shows that the maximum

occurs when the switch is

located at that

point ie zQ = h and the natural boundary condition is located at the
tran sition ie zh = H . This pressure is given by:
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H

P

Figure 3 4 Strain Energy Wall Pressures
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Pf = 7 ( 1 - ( A - 8 ) ~ ^ - )
U
Mm

(3 - 11)

where
(Kh Mm - 1XS0 - N )e~ x + Mm ( l - Kh N)
(3 - 12)

(Kh M m + 1)ex - (K h Mm - 1)e” x

B = S0 - N - A

(3 - 13)

„ r - _—
-uK
}ze u S -"K
c _ 1
R—
—j-o
R—
so " S < T C l* e
>+ ~R e

(3 - 14)

2v

N =

(3 - 14)

IlM2(1-m )
M = y 2(1 - y)

Kk =

(3 - 16)

y

(3 - 17)

1- y

x = —

(H - z „ )

(3 - 18)

y = —Ki
■-—
1+ K :

(3 - 19)

Mm R

The Poisson ra tio is given by:
- m = ,1
Tor

for m = 0

- 3 K ,2

K;

y

(3 - 2 0 )

2(K: + 1)

3.3.2 Strain Energy In Plane Wall Forces
The vertica l force in the walls will be maximized when the recoverable
strain energy is minimized. This occurs when the switch is located at
the top of the cylinder, giving for a cylinder with surcharge:
u
rQ2+mL1-rn

[f 7i

f h + hs
D

Aex t Be
2(1 + m)

(3 - 21)

A is determined using:
(o _

X

MmR
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otherwise:
= mh
MmR
and

3 .4

C y lin d e r

D e s ig n

W a ll

(3 - 23)

hs
S. = —
o
R

(3 - 24)

Loads

For cylinders atop mass flow hoppers and cylinder walls above an
effe ctiv e tran sition in a funnel flow bin Jenike et.al.

(19) suggest that

the most applicable of the following situ ation s should be used as a
basis fo r design:
(i)

Non-diverging cylinders with sligh t imperfections (eg weld
shrinkage) should be designed on the basis of strain energy.

(ii)

Continuously

or

step

wise

diverging

cylinders

without

convergences should be designed on the basis of Janssen.
(iii)

Diverging cylinders with ledges should be designed using
a multiple of Janssen.

(iv)

Peak pressures, fo r cylinders with significant convergences,
should be evaluated using the methods given in Section 3.5.

(v)

Peak pressures larger than those predicted from mass flow
theory may occur at local convergences with bulk solids
which readily overconsolidate.
The minimum strain energy method outlined above is therefore valid

for predicting flow pressures in cylinders with sligh t convergences.
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Whilst divergent construction is a legitimate means of reducing cylinder
wall pressures it causes an additional load to be taken by the hopper.
Where strain energy is used to determine design pressures Jenike
(16) suggests a 1.5 multiple of Janssen be used from the top to one
diameter down.
be used.

Below one diameter from the top strain energy should

These values may be reduced by 15 percent to account for the

inevitable rounding off of the th eoretica lly computed pressure peaks'.

3.5

3.5.1

H opper

W a ll

Loads

N o r m a l W a ll

P ressu res

The pressures acting on the walls of mass flow hoppers may be found
from the adaptation of the Janssen analysis to a converging channel
of Jenike (16).

Vertical equilibrium of the elemental slice depicted in

Figure 3-5 gives:
(3 - 25)
where

n = (1 + m) (

tan#

(tan# + tancO - 1)

and hc is the effectiv e head of solids acting at the transition.

(3 - 26)
Upper

bound values for the in itia l s tr e s s field occur when n = 0. The resulting
h yd rosta tic variation for a hopper with a cylinder surcharge is:
Pi “ ^ m in ^ f^ c + z ) = K-mini ^

where Kmjn = ( 1+ ^

+ rz )

) 1

(3-27)

(3 - 28)

For flow conditions:
K = Kmax

aw/rB

(3 - 29)
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Figure 3-5

Equilibrium of an Elemental Slice
in a Converging Channel
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The surcharge on the cylinder is usually taken as the Janssen v ertica l
pressure at the base of the cylinder with low bounds on 4> and Kj. Where
the surcharge hc is due to another hopper then hc must be determined
fo r in itia l and flow conditions from equation 3-33.

For hoppers not

connected to a cylinder the surcharge hc may be taken as hs .

3 .5 .2 D e s i g n

C h a rts

A selection of charts of the s tr e s s ra tio s Kmjn and Kmax are given
in Appendix E. Details of the computer programs used to produce these
charts are given in Section 8. Reeves (27) radial s tr e s s field numerical
solution data file s were used to produce the Kmax charts.

As the

axisymmetric flow data file s did not exist on the computer these had
to be recreated.
The Kmax charts evaluated compare favourably with those given
by Jenike (16).

In the p ra ctica l bin design areas Jenike's values are

slig h tly lower and hence less conservative.

3 .5 .3 H o p p e r D e s i g n

W a ll

Design pressures

Loads

should be selected

and flow pressures at each given level.
fo r

design in the tran sition

as the maximum of in itia l
Flow pressures will be used

overpressure area.

Initial pressures

will usually form the basis fo r design in the lower sections of the
hopper.

Hopper in plane wall forces are normally not c r itic a l in design

as these are ten sile if the bin is supported at the tran sition.

In

some situ ation s the hopper in plane wall force may be significan t when
combined with other forces.
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3 .6

3 .6 .1

V e r tic a l

Su rch arge

S u rch arge

at

A cross

C hannel

T r a n s itio n

The v e r tic a l surcharge acting a cross the bottom of the cylinder
under in itia l conditions is:

The e ffe c tiv e head of solid s is:
(3 - 31)

c ~ rKj

3 .6 .2

Su rcharge

across

a

H opper

C ross

S e c tio n

The v e r tic a l surcharge acting across a given level z in a hopper
is:
Q=

AZ P

(3 - 32)

K

The e ffe ctiv e head of solid s is:
(3 - 33)
where K = K,max fo r flow conditions and

3 .7

Shear

K

= Kmjn fo r in itia l conditions.

S tre sse s

The shear s tr e s s e s at the bin walls are given by:
Tw = P tan<£

(3 - 34)
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3 .8

A n a ly tic a l

S o lu tio n

fo r

th e

R a d ia l

S tre ss

F ie ld

The Enstad approximate s t r e s s theory (19) may be used to obtain
an a ly tica l solu tion s fo r the non-dimensional normal wall s tr e s s function
and the surcharge fa c to r (2,25). In terms of computing time these o ffe r
a more economical approach than the numerical solution.

The relevant

equations are:
_
rB

Y j-1 + sindcos2fl
X -1 L
2sintf

(3 - 35)
(3 - 36)

where $ is the angle defined in Figure 2-2:
(3 - 37)
and
x =
=
X

2m sind
1 - sind

sin(2£ + oO + 1
+ 1]
sintf

Y = r2(1 - cos (B + c0)1m (£ + cQ1~m sinoe + singsin1+m Çg + a )

(1 - sind)sin^+m((8 + a)

(3 - 38)
(3 - 39)
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4 . SIMPLIFIED

4,1

CYLINDER

WALL LOAD PREDICTIONS

In tr o d u c tio n

One convenient approach to the determination of cylinder design
wall loads is t o use a multiple of the in itia l loads.

The in itia l Janssen

pressu res and fo rce s are calculated re la tiv e ly easily while the stra in
energy method involves fa ir ly tedious calcu lations which are best done
by computer.
A th e o re tica l ba sis fo r the multiple of Janssen design approach
is developed below fo r both cylinder normal wall pressures and in plane
forces,

A simplified design method is proposed fo r cylinders fo r which

stra in energy is a valid design method.

Apart from the sim plicity of

th is approach it may also be ju stifie d on the grounds th at in p ra ctise
actu al bin loadings will vary from predicted values due to fa c to r s such
as the following:
(i)

v a ria tion s in the material flow p rop erties and d ifferen ces
between these p rop erties and those determined by laboratory
te s t.

(ii)

impact during fillin g and eccen tric fillin g or discharge.

(iii)

the e ffe c t

of the com pressibility

of the material being

stored.
(iv)

the flow p attern which occurs and the e ffe c t s of the gate
or feeder.

(v)

strain energy design pressures represent an envelope of all
possible pressures peaks rather than an actual distribution.

(vi)

conservative loads must be evaluated fo r design purposes.
Details of the computer programs used to plot the ra tio s and

design fa cto rs developed below are given in Section 7.

4.2 N o r m a l W a ll P r e s s u r e s

4.2.1 C y l i n d e r

P ressu re

F a cto r

Let the cylinder pressure fa cto r (CPF) be defined as the r a tio of
the normal wall pressure under flow conditions to the normal pressure
under in itia l conditions at the same depth.
CPF =

Pf

(4-1)

n
Cylinder pressure fa c to r s have been evaluated for cylinders with sligh t
convergences using the Jenike method as outlined in Section 3. Charts of
the cylinder pressure fa cto r distribu tion in bins of various geometries
are given in Appendix B. Surcharges have not been considered in the
analysis at th is stage.
Figures B-l to B-6 show the e ffe ct of the wall frictio n angle 4> on
CPF while Figures B-7 to B-14 show how CPF varies with bin geometry
when 4> is held constant.

Janssen pressures and the Poisson ra tio

have been calculated using Kj = 0.4.

It is seen that a significan t

discontinuity occurs at h/D = 1 where design pressures change from 1,5
times Janssen to the value predicted from strain energy.

Generally

CPF increases with <t>, for a given depth, in the lower section of the
bin.

D istinct trends in CPF are less evident higher up in the cylinder.
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CPF s trend towards constant values in the lower sections of bins,
p articu larly in the case of ta ll bins with high wall frictio n angles.
Figures B-15 and B-16 give CPF at the bottom of cylinders for
various geometries and wall fric tio n angles.

These p lots represent the

loci of the bottom most endpoints of the CPF d istrib u tion s in Figures
B"? to B-1Q and Figures B-ll to B-14 respectively.

They provide a quick

means of determining the peak strain energy pressure at the bottom
of virtu ally any cylinder.
The conditions under which the peak strain energy pressure at
the base of the cylinder is less than the Janssen pressure is also
shown in Figures B-15 and B-16.

For Kj = 0,4 and 4> = 10 th is occurs fo r

axisymmetric bins with H/D less than 1.7 and fo r plane flow bins with
H/D less than 2.85.

It is noted th at a constraint has been used to

prevent CPF from being less than 1 in these two figures.

Strain energy

should not be used as a basis for design in these cases.

A multiple of

Janssen could be used instead with, fo r example, the 1.5 fa cto r being
extended to the bottom of the cylinder in these situations.

4 .2 .2 C y l i n d e r D e s i g n

P ressu re

F a cto r

The CPF d istribu tion charts given in Appendix B indicate that,
if a multiple of Janssen approach is to be used to determine design
pressures, a variable design fa c to r is required.

The discontinuity one

diameter from the top of the cylinder is a consequence of the strain
energy switch not being allowed to propagate to the top of the cylinder.
Whilst th is switch behaviour is r e a lis t ic the discontinuity is somewhat
doubtful.

A smoothing technique is proposed to reduce the magnitude of

th is d iscon tinu ity and hence provide a multiple Janssen type simplified
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design method.

The cylinder design pressure fa c to r Kc i s defined as

the r a tio of flow (ie design) pressures to in itia l pressures at a given
depth,
Pf
Kc =

(4-2)

ri

It is suggested th at Kc be taken as 1.5 for the top one diameter of
depth.

At the one diameter discontinuity Kc should be taken as the

mean of 1.5 and the CPF at th at level,

A linear variation between th is

mean value and the CPF at the bottom of the cylinder is assumed.
Figures D-l to D-6 give Kc d istrib u tion s fo r H/D values of 2, 4
and 6 fo r both axisymmetric and plane flow using Kj = 0.4.
D-7 to D-14 give Kc d istrib u tion s fo r constant 4>.

Figures

Design pressures

are determined by multiplying Janssen pressures by the appropriate Kc
value fo r each level considered in the bin.
The number of design charts required could be reduced to four
by p lottin g Kc at the h/D = 1 discontinuity in a manner similar to
Figures B-15 and B-16, which give Kc at the bottom of the cylinder.
No interpolation would be required for non-integer H/D values and a
linear equation would calculate Kc fo r the intermediate h/D values.

4 .3

4 .3.1

In

P la n e

C y lin d e r

W a ll

F orces

F orce

F a cto r

Let the cylinder force fa c to r (CFF) be defined as the ra tio of the
in plane wall force under flow conditions to the in plane force under
in itia l conditions at the same depth.
Uf

CFF = —-

(4-3 )
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Cylinder force fa c to r s have been evaluated using the Jenike method
outlined in Section 3, Charts of the cylinder force fa c to r d istrib u tion
in bins of various geometries are given in Appendix C. Figures C-l to 0 6
show the e ffe c t of the wall fr ic tio n angle on CFF while Figures C-7 to
C-14 show how CFF varies with bin geometry when the wall fric tio n angle
is held constant.

For K- = 0.4 it can be seen th at CFF decreases sligh tly

with increasing $ at a given depth.

The CFF values are characterized

by high values near the top of the cylinder and values in the range 1
to 1.8 at the bottom of the cylinder.

These figu res have been included

fo r completeness only as they are not required in the development of
the simplified method given below.

4 .3 .2 D e s i g n

F a cto r

fo r

In

P la n e

W a ll

F orces

For design purposes the strain energy in plane wall forces are
adequately represented by a linear variation between zero at the top
of the bin and Umax at the bottom of the cylinder (3).

The flow in

plane fo rce d istrib u tion can th erefore be fully described by specifying
the value at the bottom of the cylinder.

Let the cylinder in plane wall

force design fa c to r Cu be defined as the ra tio of the strain energy
wall force to the Janssen wall force at the base of the cylinder.
Cu =

Umax

(4 - 4)

UJ

The flow in plane force d istrib u tion

can th erefore be determined as

follows fo r cylinders without surcharge:
Uf = Umax

- Cu Uj ^

(4

5)

Figures C-15 and 01 6 give Cu for cylinders of various geometries and
wall fr ic tio n angles.

These p lots represent the loci of the endpoints

of the CFF d istib u tion s in Figures C-7 to C-10 and Figures C-ll to C-14
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respectively.

It is seen th at when Kj = 0.4 the strain energy wall force

at the bottom of the cylinder is always grea ter than the Janssen wall
force fo r 4> between 10 and 40 degrees.

4 .4

C o n c lu s io n s

The r a tio of stra in energy peak pressures to Janssen pressures has
been shown to be a function of both bin geometry and wall frictio n .

A

multiple of Janssen approach to the determination of design pressures
has shown to be ju stifie d

through

th is

th eoretica l analysis.

The

cylinder pressure fa c to r charts also show the dangers of determining
multiples from experimental re su lts as the influence of 4> is considerable.
In order to provide a r e a lis t ic pressure d istribu tion for design
purposes and avoid overdesign the design multiple must be selected
according to depth and 4>. Design charts have been developed using a
smoothing technique to reduce the discontinuity one diameter from the
top of cylinder which is inherent in the Jenike method.

The multiple

of Janssen approach has also been shown to be applicable to the in
plane wall force at the base of the cylinder.
The advantages

of the simplified method are that

the tedious

calculations required fo r the strain energy method are not required
and th at s e n sitiv ity analyses may be carried out more easily.

A fu ll

th eoretica l analysis should always be carried out where unusual or
extreme conditions apply, fo r example, where material properties or bin
geometries are outside the range of the design charts.
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5 . SIMPLIFIED HOPPER WALL LOAD PREDICTIONS

5.1

In tr o d u c tio n

The linear d istribu tion of hopper in itia l wall pressures is easily
determined from equation 3-27.

The radial s tr e s s field may be used

to determine a linear d istribu tion for flow pressures in the lower
section of the hopper.

The multiple of in itia l pressures method, fo r the

calculation of flow pressures., may also be applied to the determination
of the hopper tra n sition overpressure.

This overpressure occurs as a

resu lt of a redistribu tion of v ertica l wall support (18). Details of the
computer programs used to plot the design fa cto rs and radial s tr e s s
field parameters used below are given in Section 8.

5 .2 R a d i a l S t r e s s

F ie ld

P ressu res

The radial s tr e s s field arises from the arched s tr e s s field which
occurs during flow conditions in a hopper.
vary with the span of the channel.

The normal wall pressures

The magnitude of the radial pressure

at the tra n sition is given by Jenike et.al.

(20) as:

Prt ~ ~ r trD

(5_1)

Charts of the non-dimensional normal wall str e s s function are given in
Appendix H.‘ These are based on the numerical solution for the radial
s tr e s s field and are only given as 4> contours.

Contours of ow/yB are

also given in Jenike (14), Reeves (27) and Arnold et.al. (3).

The radial

pressures vary linearly from Pri at the tran sition to zero at the
hopper apex.

.
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5.3 Hopper Transition Wall Pressures

The in itia l wall pressure acting at the tran sition is:
Pj
Pit = Kmin ~

= Kmin 7“hc

(5 - 2)

where Pj is the Janssen normal pressure acting at the bottom of the
cylinder and hc is the corresponding effective head of solids.

The

normal wall pressure acting at the tran sition under flow conditions
is:
pj
p ft ~ Kmax ■£"" = Kmax r hc

(5 - 3)

Let the hopper tran sition design pressure fa ctor CRr be defined as the
ra tio of the flow pressure at the transition to the in itia l pressure
at the tran sition.

Dividing equation 5-3 by 5-2 gives:
c

^max
Kmtn
•

(5 -4 )

Charts of CFtr are given in Appendix G. These are based on the
numerical solution for the radial str e s s field and. as for the Kmax
plots, are given as for both CFtr contours and for contours of constant
4>.
Following Jenike et.al. (20) the overpressure distribu tion is assumed
to vary linearly from

at the transition down to the radial stre ss

ditribution at a slant distance 0.3 D below the transition.

This is

shown in Figure 5-1.

5.4 Alternative Method fo r the Transition Overpressure

The tran sition overpressure may also be determined as a multiple of
the Janssen normal pressure acting at the bottom of the cylinder.

Let

p

Figure 5-1 Simplified Method Hopper Wall Pressures
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the switch pressure fa c to r SPF be defined as the r a tio of tra n sition
overpressure to the Janssen normal pressure at the bottom of the
cylinder.

Thus from equation 5-3:
o
,Km a x _
,Kmax
) r hc Kj
P ft =(-TT—
)PJ
=(
K
K:

(5 - 5)

I

hence

SPF = ^max

(5 - 6 )

K:

For b rev ity ch arts of SPF fo r an e ffe ctiv e angle of internal fric tio n
of 50 degrees and Kj = 0.4 only are given in Appendix F. A fu ll set
of ch arts were developed during the course of th is th esis.

These are

based on the numerical solution fo r the radial s tr e s s field and are
given fo r both SPF contours and fo r contours of constant <f>.

5 .5

C o n c lu s io n s

Of the two simplified methods outlined above which u tilize design
ch arts

fo r

the

determination

of tra n sition

overpressures

the CRr

approach is preferred because the definition of CRr is similar to tne
defin ition of K c used in the simplified cylinder design method. Design
r a tio s are only needed fo r the tra n sition as linear d istrib u tion s apply
for the in itia l pressures., which form the basis fo r design in the lower
section of the hopper, and the radial stre sse s.

Whilst K m a x /Kj charts

have only been produced for Kj = 0.4 th is approach could be of value
where Kj is calculated as a function of frictio n angles.

One advantage

of the simplified method is that s e n sitiv ity analyses may be carried
out re la tiv ely easily and without the use of a computer.
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6.

BIN

WALL LOAD PLOTTING PROGRAM WALL.LOAD

6.1

In tr o d u c tio n

The program WALL.L0AD calculates and plots bin normal wall pressures
and in plane or v ertica l wall forces.

These are calculated for both

in itia l and flow conditions using the 'Jenike method' for mass flow bins.
The program is stored at the University of Wollongong under the R18DJM
qualifier and is only suitable fo r execution on Tektronix 4010 graphics
terminals.
A listin g of the FORTRAN code of WALL.L0AD and it s

subroutines

from the file PROG, are given in Appendix I. Sample plots and tabulated
output fo r an axisymmetric cylinder and hopper combination are given
in Appendix A.
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The Program D irectory

The program operates in an in teractive mode with the direction of
program flow being determined by the response given to prompts and
requests fo r data.

Once the bin data has been entered the program

directory is displayed.

Thi3 reads as follows:

WHICH PLOT DO YOU REQUIRE
ENTER 1 FOR INITIAL NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
2 FOR FLOW NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
3 . FOR DESIGN NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
4 FOR INITIAL AND FLOW PRESSURES
5 FOR INITIAL IN PLANE FORCES
6 FOR FLOW IN PLANE FORCES

Figure 6-1

Simplified Flow Chart of WALL.LOAD
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7 FOR DESIGN IN PLANE FORCES
8 FOR INITIAL AND FLOW FORCES
0 TO FINISH
PUSH CARRIAGE RETURN KEY TO RETURN TO THIS
PLOT OPTION DIRECTORY AFTER PLOT IS DRAWN
ALTERNATIVELY ENTER THE REQUIRED OPTION
NUMBER TO OBTAIN YOUR NEXT PLOT DIRECTLY

Options 1 to 4 plot normal wall pressures (kPa).

Options 5 to 8

plot the v e rtica l wall force on a per unit circumference basis (kN/m).
Option 0 gives a message that the data and resu lts are in file 11 and
input data is in file 12.

The program must be re-executed if new or

changed data is required.

Data may be changed by simply editing file

12 as it contains previous data in the required order of input.
All plottin g is achieved by calls to subroutines in the University
of Wollongong Plot Package (33). These subroutines are all prefixed with
PP. The display of Plot Package error messages has been suppressed.

6 .3

O rder

of

D a ta

In p u t

The order of data input is as follows:
TITLE
DELTA (DEG)
TOLERANCE ON DELTA (DEG)
BULK DENSITY (T/M**3)
NUMBER OF HOPPER SECTIONS
HOPPER M (0 OR 1)
ENTER DATA FOR TOP HOPPER FIRST
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THEN SECOND FROM TOP AND SO ON
TOP DIAMETER (M)
HOPPER HALF ANGLE (DEG)
WALL FRICTION ANGLE (DEG)
TOLERANCE ON PHI (DEG)
OUTLET DIAMETER (M)
NUMBER OF CYLINDER SECTIONS
CYLINDER M (0 OR 1)
CYLINDER HEIGHT (M)
then fo r axisymmetric flow
CYLINDER DIAMETER (M)
or fo r plane flow
CYLINDER WIDTH (M)
and CYLINDER AREA/PERIMETER
WALL FRICTION ANGLE (DEG)
TOLERANCE ON PHI (DEG)
CYLINDER KJ
CONICAL SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER
ENTER 0 FOR NO SURCHARGE
1 FOR ANGLE OF REPOSE
2 FOR EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE
then fo r option 1
ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)
or fo r option 2
EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE (M)

The only perm issible replies to the number of cylinder section s
prompt fo r data are 0 and 1. If th ere is no cylindrical section then a
surcharge on the hopper may be specified in exactly the same manner
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as indicated above fo r a surcharge on a cylinder.
hopper section s may be entered.

Data fo r up to 10

By default all such hoppers must have

the same flow pattern.

6 .4

6 .4 .1

C a lc u la tio n

of

W a ll

P ressu res

and

F orces

C y lin d e r

The height of the cylinder is divided into 40 equal subdivisions.
Janssen

normal wall pressures

at each of these 41 locations.

and in

plane

forces

are

calculated

Minimum stra in energy wall pressure

calcu lations commence at the f i r s t depth segment which is below one
half bin diameter from the top of the cylinder.

The peak pressure at

each location is determined with the switch located at th at point and
the natural boundary at the tran sition .
is extrapolated to the tra n sition .

The peak cylinder pressure

The envelope of peak pressures

is reduced in magnitude by 15 percent and the pressures fo r the top
one diameter of depth taken as 1.5 times the Janssen values.

The in

plane fo rces are determined with the switch located at the top of the
cylinder.

6 .4 .2

H opper

Each hopper section is divided into either 10 or 20 equal subdivisions.
Twenty subdivisions are used for hoppers with a height grea ter than
10m or if

th ere is

only one hopper section.

are calculated fo r each location.

Normal wall pressures

Flow pressures are determined using

Enstad an a lytical solution values fo r the radial s tr e s s field parameters.
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The surcharge on the tra n sition is taken as the Janssen v e rtica l
pressure acting at the base of the cylinder or the h y d rosta tic pressure
based on the e ffe ctiv e head of solids in the case of a conical surcharge.
Where th ere is more than one hopper section the surcharge on the top
of a lower hopper is determined fo r in itia l and flow conditions from
the v e rtic a l pressures acting at the bottom of the higher hopper.
The v e rtica l fo rce acting on the walls is calculated as the v ector
sum of the forces parallel and perpendicular t o the hopper wall.

These

fo rce s are calculated on the assumption th at the bin is supported
a t the tra n sition .

All hopper forces are expressed on a per unit

circumference basis neglecting the end walls in plane flow.

6 .4 ,3

Bounds

on

P ressu res

and

F orces

The wall pressure and force d istrib u tion s are calculated twice.
During the f i r s t calculation wall pressures are maximized by using:
^ ~ *norn +

^ ” ^nom ~ ^tol
During the second calculation in plane forces are maximized by using:
^ “ ^nom ~ ^tol
^ “ ^nom + ^tot
where the su bscrip t nom r e fe rs to the nominal values supplied .as data
and to l re fe r s to the resp ective tolerances.

At each location in the

cylinder and the hopper the program then sele cts the maximum pressure
or fo rce from the two calculations to be the represen tative value.
Design values are then taken as the maximum of the in itia l and the
flow value at each location.
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6 .5

G r a p h ic a l

O u tp u t

Appropriate horizontal axis maximum values are chosen fo r
pressure and forces axes.

the

These may take on values of 5,10.20,30,40.50.60

or 80 or order of magnitude multiples of these values.

The maximum

v e rtica l axis value for the depth in the bin is chosen to accommodate
the height of the bin from the apex of the hopper to the top of the
cylinder.
Each plot is drawn with a half bin and centreline on the le ft hand
side.

The bin is always drawn with it s v e rtica l dimensions corresponding

to the 'DEPTH IN BIN' axis on the wall load graph.

Where the ra tio of

the maximum value on the DEPTH IN BIN axis to the bin diameter is less
than 2.75 then the bin's horizontal dimensions are not drawn to scale.
This situ ation is indicated by the le tte r s 'NTS' appearing at the top
of the bin.

Where applicable a surcharge will be drawn as a triangle

on the top of the bin. Where the surcharge is due to a large effectiv e
head or a high angle of repose, especially on an NTS bin, the top of
the trian gle will be truncated due to display area limitaticns.

6 .6

T a b u la te d

O u tp u t

Input data and the calculated initial, flow and design pressures
and forces are tabulated for every second depth subdivision in file 11.
The hopper ou tlet surcharge pressures are given for in itia l and flow
conditions.

For plane flow hoppers these forces are for unit outlet

length (ie L = lm) rather than unit perimeter.
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6 .7

N u m e r ic a l

S o lu tio n

fo r

th e

R a d ia l

S tre ss

F ie ld

Reeves' program (27) which obtains a numerical solution

fo r the

radial s tr e s s field fo r sp e cific values of m. B. 4>, and a was used as
a subroutine in WALL.LOAD. Typically several minutes elapsed while the
solution was calculated.
in te ra ctiv e program.

This was not considered acceptable fo r an

With th is method solutions were only available

fo r integer values of 4> and a.

Whilst th is

should allow su fficien t

accuracy d iffic u ltie s in obtaining solutions on or near the mass flow
bound were experienced.

D ifficu lties would also occur if a designer had

selected values outside the mass flow area (3).
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7.

CYLINDER DESIGN FACTOR PLOTTING PROGRAMS

7.1

In tr o d u c tio n

A set of computer programs which plot the various cylinder wall
pressure and in plane wall force ra tio s and design fa ctors given in
Section

4 has been developed.

In general these may be drawn for

constant H/D and variable 4> or constant 4> and variable H/D.
A listin g

of the FORTRAN code for

the program source element

CYL1.PR0G is given in Appendix J. Listings of the subroutines BYPD.
DUMMY, FLCYL, INCYL, PAGE, PLOT, SEPC and SEPP are given in Appendix I.
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72.1

G eneral

P o in ts

G r a p h ic s

on P ro g ra m

E x e c u tio n

I m p le m e n t a t io n

The programs listed in th is section are stored at the University of
Wollongong under the R18DJM qualifier.

Each file contains two versions

of the same program.
(i) Programs of the form FILE.TEX are
execution

on Tektronix 4010 terminals.

in teractive
Plots

and suitable for

are displayed on the

screen as they are generated.
(ii) Programs of the form FILE.ABS are in teractive and suitable ror
use on any terminal.

Plots are not displayed but are stored in the

(temporary) file PFILE. They may be viewed by executing the appropriate
graphics in terp reter (33).

igure 7-1 Simplified Flow Chart of CYL1.TEX
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All p lottin g is achieved by calls to subroutines in the University
o£ Wollongong Plotting Package (33).

These subroutines are all prefixed

uith PP. The display of Plot Package error messages has been suppressed
in all programs.

The names FILE and PFSLE are used here as synonyms

fo r the actual file names eg CYL1. and PCYL1.

7 .2 .2

The

P rogram

D ir e c to r y

The direction of program flow is determined by the response given
to questions and prompts fo r data.

Figure 7-1 gives a simplified flow

chart of CYL1.TEX. When using FILE.TEX programs a carriage return must be
entered to continue program execution a fte r a plot has been displayed.
The screen is then cleared and the program d irectory displayed.

The

program d irectory generally reads as follows:
WHICH OPTION DO YOU REQUIRE
0 FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION
1 NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
2 VERTICAL WALL FORCES

!

3 ENTER NEW DATA

The 'NORMAL WALL PRESSURES' option plots

the

appropriate wall

pressure r a tio or design fa cto r fo r the current set of data.

The

'VERTICAL WALL FORCES' option plots the appropriate in plane wall force
ra tio or design fa c to r for the current set of data.
available in the CYL4 and CYL5 programs.

This option is not

The 'ENTER NEW DATA' option

allows a complete new set of bin data to be entered.
When the 'FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION' option is selected messages
sta tin g the number of plot frames generated and that a listin g of plot
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d etails is in tile 11 appear.

FILE.ABS programs also give a message

statin g which file the p lots are stored in.
The Program D irectory may be bypassed and the desired option
obtained d irectly by simply entering the option number and a carriage
return a fte r each plot has been drawn.
give the Program Directory.

An illegal option number will

The directory bypass fa c ility

is

not

available on FILE.ABS programs.

7 ,3

D e s c r ip tio n

of

In d iv id u a l P ro g ra m s

7 .3,1 CYL1 P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file CYL1 plot the cylinder pressure fa cto r
and the cylinder force fa ctor (ratio of flow to in itia l pressures and
forces) fo r constant H/D ratio.

Examples of these plots are given in

Appendices B and C. The order of data input is as follows:
CYLINDER

M

(0 OR 1)

CYLINDER KJ
CYLINDER H/D RATIO
ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)
FOR SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER
NUMBER OF PHI VALUES
PHI VALUES (DEG)

Janssen and strain energy wall pressures and in plane forces are
calculated fo r 100 equal subdivisions of H/D for each <t> value.

A cylinder
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pressure fa c to r of 1.5 is used from h/D = 0 to h/D = l.

Below h/D = 1

the strain energy divided by Janssen fa cto rs are used.
The program selects appropriate maximum axis values.

The maximum

v e rtica l axis value is rounded up to an integer if H/D is not an integer.
The maximum horizontal axis value is always 10 for the force fa ctors.
Linear interpolation is used to ensure force fa c to r s are always drawn
up to a value of 10.
The values of 4> and the pressure fa cto rs at the h/D = 1 switch
and at H/D or the values of 4> and the force fa cto rs at h/D = 0 and
h/D = H/D are written to file 11 as each plot frame is generated to
a s s is t with labelling.

7 .3 .2

CYL2 P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file CYL2 plot the cylinder pressure fa c to r
and the cylinder force fa c to r for constant 4>. Examples of these p lots
are given in Appendices B and C. The order of data input is as follows;
CYLINDER M (0 OR 1)
CYLINDER KJ
PHI CDEG)
ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)
FOR SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER
NUMBER OF H/D VALUES
H/D VALUES
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Program operation is similar to th at of the CYL1 programs.
cylinder force fa c to r s are plotted to a maximum value of 5.

The

There is

no output to file 11 as plot iden tification is self explanatory.

7 .3 .3

CYL3 P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file CYL3 plot the cylinder pressure fa cto r
and the cylinder force fa c to r at the base of the cylinder for variable
H/D and 4>. The cylinder force fa cto r at the base of the cylinder is
the design fa c to r Cu for in plane forces used in the simplified wall
load procedure.

Examples of these p lots are given in Appendices B and

C. The order of data input is as follows:
CYLINDER M (0 OR 1)
CYLINDER KJ
MAX CYLINDER H/D RATIO
ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)
FOR SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER
NUMBER OF PHI VALUES
PHI VALUES (DEG)

Janssen and strain energy wall pressures and in plane forces at
the base of the cylinder are calculated fo r 50 equal subdivisions between
H/D = 1 and the maximum H/D value.

At each of the 51 intermediate H/D

values 100 equal subdivisions are used to determine the fu ll pressure
and fo rce d istribu tion s.
1.

All ra tio s are subject to a minimum value of

The r a tio s fo r H/D = 1 and the maximum H/D value are written to

file 11 as each plot frame is generated.

7 .3 .4

CYL4

P ro g ra m s

The programs in the file CYL4 plot the cylinder design pressure
fa c to r Kq fo r constant H/D. In the simplified wall load procedure Kq is
the r a tio of design pressures to in itia l pressures.

Examples of these

p lots are given in Appendix D.
The order of data input is as per the CYL1 programs except that
the surcharge on the cylinder is not available.

Janssen and strain

energy pressures are calculated as per the CYL1 programs.

A design

fa c to r of 1.5 is used between h/D = 0 and h/D = 1. A linear variation
is drawn between the cylinder pressure fa c to r at H/D and the mean of
1.5 and the pressure fa c to r at the h/D = 1 switch.

The program sele cts

appropriate maximum axis values and w rites the values of 4> and K_ at
h/D = 1 and H/D to file 11.

7 .3 .5

CYL5

as each p lot frame is generated.

P ro g ra m s

The programs in the file CYL5 plot^ the cylinder design pressure
fa c to r Kc fo r constant 4>, Examples of these p lots are given in Appendix
D. The order of data input is as per the CYL2 programs except that the
surcharge on the cylinder is not available.
calculated as per the CYL4 programs.
maximum axis values.

The design pressure fa c to r s

The program se le cts appropriate

There is no output to file 11.
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8.

HOPPER

STRESS RATIO PLOTTING

8.1

I n tr o d u c tio n

PROGRAMS

A set of computer programs which plot the various hopper s tr e s s
ra tio s, design fa c to r s

and radial s tr e s s field parameters given in

Sections 3 and 5 has been developed.

They may be drawn as contours in

the 4>-a plane or as 4> contours in an a - s tr e s s r a tio plane.

All p lots

are fo r constant values of the effe ctiv e angle of internal frictio n .
Plots of Kmin> Kmax, Kmax/Kj, CFtr ^max/Kmjn) and aw/rB are available.
A listin g of the FORTRAN code fo r the Kmax program source element
KMAX.CONTR is given in Appendix K. Listings of the subroutines BYPD.
DUMMY, PAGE and PLOT are given in Appendix I.

8 2.

8 .Z 1

G e n e r a l P o in ts

G r a p h ic s

on

P ro g r a m

E x e c u t io n

Im p le m e n ta tio n

The programs liste d in th is section are stored at the University of
Wollongong under the R18DJM qualifier.

Each file contains two versions

of the same program.
(i) Programs

of the form FILE.TEX are

execution

Tektronix 4010 terminals.

on

in tera ctive and suitable
Plots

for

are displayed on the

screen as they are generated.
(ii) Programs

of the form FILE.ABS are

use on any terminal.

in tera ctive and suitable

for

Plots are not displayed but are stored in the

(temporary) file PFILE. They may be viewed by executing the appropriate
graphics in terp reter (33).

All p lottin g is achieved by ca lls to subroutines in the University
of Wollongong P lotting Package (33).

These subroutines are all prefixed

with PP, The display of Plot Package error messages has been suppressed
in a ll programs.

The names FILE and PFILE are used here as synonyms

fo r the actual file names eg KMIN and PKMIN.

Z22

The P ro g ra m

D ir e c to r y

The d irection of program flow is determined by the response given
to questions and prompts fo r data.

Figure 8-1 gives a simplified flow

chart of KMAX.TEX. When using FILE.TEX programs a carriage return must be
entered t o continue program execution a fte r a plot has been displayed.
The screen is then cleared and the program d irectory displayed.

The

program d irectory generally reads as follows:
WHICH OPTION DO YOU REQUIRE
0 FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION
1 PLOT MORE CONTOURS
2 ENTER NEW DATA FILE

The 'PLOT MORE CONTOURS' option is used to plot another set of
contours using the same value of the effe ctiv e angle of. internal fric tio n
or using the same maximum axis values in the case of Kmjn programs.
The 'ENTER NEW DATA FILE' option allows the effe ctiv e angle of internal
fr ic tio n to be changed by entering a new data file.
have an option to

The Kmjn programs

change the maximum axis values and the Kmax/Kj

programs have an option to change the Kj value.

igure 8-1 Simplified Flow Chart of KMAX.
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When the 'FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION' option is

selected messages

sta tin g the number o£ plot frames generated and th at a listin g of
contour values is

in file 11 appear.

FILE.ABS programs also give a

message sta tin g which file the p lots are stored in.
The Program D irectory may be bypassed and the desired option
obtained d ir e ctly by simply entering the option number and a carriage
return a fte r each plot has been drawn.
give th e Program Directory.

An illegal option number will

The d irectory bypass is not available on

FILE.ABS programs.

8 .2 .3

R a d ia l

S tre ss

F ie ld

D a ta

F ile s

All programs except the Kmjn p lottin g programs require data file s
containing solutions to the radial s tr e s s field equations of motion.

A

program which obtains a numerical solution to the equations of motion
fo r a given e ffe ctiv e angle of internal fr ic tio n and creates a data
file is in the file SALPHA. This program fo r the numerical solution was
developed by Peeves (27) who created the following permanent' data file s
which are now available under the R18DJM qualifier.

The file s are AXF30.

AXF35, AXF40, AXF45, AXF50, AXF55, AXF60, AXF65, AXF70. PF30, PF35, PF40,
PF45, PF50, PF55, PF60, PF65 and PF70.

The la st two d ig its of each file

name re fe r s t o the value of the e ffe ctiv e angle of internal frictio n .
The data file s contain values of the s tr e s s functions SCO) and S(a).
flow factors,, non-dimensional normal wall s tr e s s and wall shear s tr e s s
functions and non-dimensional surcharge fa ctor.

The values of these

parameters are given fo r single degree increments in & and a up to
the nearest whole degree inside the mass flow bound.

The file s also
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contain a set of poin ts describing the mass flow bound in terms of
single degree increments in 4>.

8 .3

8 .3 .1

D e s c r ip t io n

o f I n d iv id u a l

P rogram s

KMIN P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KMIN plot contours of the hopper in itia l
s tr e s s r a tio Kmjn.
The user must enter maximum values of a and <t> fo r the horizontal
and v e rtic a l axes respectively.

The program forces these to be a

multiple of 5, or a multiple of 10 i f over 50, subject to a maximum of 90
degrees.

Contour values are entered by specifying a maximum contour

value and a spacing.

This gives n = maximum/spacing contours,

A single

contour will re su lt if the spacing is equal to the maximum value.

The

spacing is forced to equal the maximum value if originally grea ter than
the maximum.

Individual contour values may also be entered.

It is

noted th a t the maximum possible value of Kmjn is 1,0.

8.3*2

KMAX P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KMAX plot contours of the hopper flow
s tr e s s r a tio Kmax.
Kmax values are calculated from the data file values of the non
dimensional normal wall s tr e s s function and surcharge fa c to r for one
degree increments in <f> and a up to the mass flow bound.

Dummy values
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3.1T0 calculated outside the mass flow bound as a fu ll array of ooints
is required for the contour plottin g routine.
The

maximum value

for

Appropriate 4> values are
all mass flow points.
the KMIN programs.

the
chosen

horizontal
fo r

a

axis

is

the v e rtica l axis

60 degrees.
to

include

Contour values are supplied by the user as per

The mass flow bound is plotted as a dashed line.

Plotting d ifficu ltie s will occur at a contour value of 1.0 in plane
flow p lots with an effe ctiv e angle of internal frictio n greater than
approximately 50.

Dummy values cause the non mass flow area to be

filled with v e rtica l lines.
value of 1.0001 instead.

This may be avoided .by using a contour

Minor cosmetic treatment may be required on

some p lots where dummy values resu lt in a contour outside the mass
flow area.

8 .3 .3

KTRN P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KTRN plot the hopper switch pressure
fa c to r Kmax/ Kj.
The execution of the KTRN programs is similar to the KMAX programs
except that a value of Kj must be entered.

The plane flow plotting

d ifficu ltie s will occur at a contour value of 1.0/Kj.

8 .3 .4

KXKM P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KXKM plot the hopper tran sition pressure
design fa c to r CFtr (Kmax/Hw,).
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The execution of the KXKM programs is similar to the KMAX programs.
Dummy values are used at a = 0 to prevent these values from being
p lotted due to divide by zero problems in the Kmjn equation.

Cosmetic

treatment is required to r e c tify p lottin g d iffic u ltie s near the mass
flow bound.

8 .3 .5

KMYN P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KMYN plot the hopper in itia l s tr e s s r a tio
Kmin* Constant (j> contours are drawn.
The user must enter a maximum value of

cl

fo r the horizontal axis.

The program forces th is value to be a multiple of 5, or a multiple of
10 if over 50 degrees, subject to a maximum of 90 degrees.

The program

s e ts the maximum value of Kmjn fo r the v e rtica l axis at 1.
Contours values are supplied by entering the number of contours
required followed by the actual values.
90 degrees cannot be plotted.

Contour values grea ter than

Such values are replaced by a row of

a s te risk s in the file 11 output.

8 .3 .6

KFLW P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KFLW plot the hopper flow s tr e s s ra tio
Kmax*

Constant <P contours are drawn.

The user must enter a maximum value of a fo r the horizontal axis.
The program forces th is to be a multiple of 5 with a maximum of 60
degrees.

A maximum value of Kmax for the v e rtic a l axis is also required.

The program forces th is to take on integer values up to 8.
values of 10, 15, 20 or 25 may be selected.

Thereafter

Guidance is provided in
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selectin g th is value as the program gives the maximum Kmax value for
the contours under consideration.

This occurs when a = 0 and d> is a

minimum.

The contours are drawn up to the mass flow bound
values are calculated as per the KMAX programs.

Th* K
w Xmax
Values of k
0n
*

the mass flow bound are obtained by linear extrapolation on the basis
of constant 4>.

Contour values outside the mass flow bound (eg due

to the dummy values) cannot be p lotted «and are indicated as a row of
a s te risk s in the file 11 outout.
'

l

The mass flow bound may be drawn fo r the axisymraetric flow case.
The bound is stopped sh ort of a = 0 due t o p lottin g d iffic u ltie s caused
by in su fficien t radial s tr e s s field solutions on or near the bound in
th at area.

8 .3 .7

KMKJ

P ro g ra m s

The programs m, the file KMKJ, plot the hopper switch pressure
fa c to r Kmax/Kj.

Constant 4> contours are drawn.

Execution of the KMKJ. programs is similar to the KFLW programs
except th a t a value of Kj must be supplied.

8 .3 .8

KMKM P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file KMKM plot the hopper tra n sition pressure
design fa c to r

C Ftr (Km ax/K min^

Constant 4> contours are drawn.

The execution of the KMKM programs is similar to the KFLW programs.
As

Kmax/ K mjn

takes on very

large values fo r small values of a the
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maximum value of Kmax/Kmjn at a = 5 degrees is given for guidance in
selecting the maximum value for the vertical axis.

In some cases the

mass flow bound may be intersected by a 4> contour.

This is not an

inconsistency as for a given value of a the bound gives the value of
Kmax/Kmin on the bound at the 4> value corresponding to that a value.
The 4> value on the bound will be different to that of the intersecting
contour.

8 .3 .9

SWGB P r o g r a m s

The programs in the file SWGB plot the non-dimensional normal wall
stress function.

Constant 4> contours are drawn.

The execution of the SWGB programs is similar to the KFLW programs.
The mass flow bound plotting option is not available.

The program

forces the maximum vertical axis value to take on values of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
or 3.0 depending on the user's response to the maximum value of the
stress function for the given 4> values.
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9.

CON CLUSIONS

(i) A computer program u tilizin g in te ra ctiv e graphics fo r the prediction
of bin wall loads via the Jenike method has been su ccessfu lly developed.
(ii) A th e o re tica l

ju s tific a tio n

fo r

the

multiple of Janssen

design

approach has been provided fo r cylinders with slig h t convergences.

It

has been demonstrated th a t a variable r a tio was required to properly
account fo r the e ffe c t s of bin geometry and wall frictio n .

A range of

design ch a rts were developed.
(iii) The multiple of in itia l wall loads concept has also been found to
be applicable to cylinder stra in

energy wall forces and the hopper

tra n sitio n overpressure.
(iv) A sim plified design method has been proposed whereby design fa c to r s,
obtained from charts, are used to determine flow wall loads from the
in itia l wall loads.

No tedious calcu lation s are required and s e n sitiv ity

analyses are easily carried out.
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10. SUGGESTIONS

FOR FURTHER

WORK

10.1 Development of Bin Wall Load Theory

Further th eoretical work could be undertaken in the following areas:
(i) Further investigation into the effect of a surcharge on a cylinder
on strain energy wall pressures and in plane forces is warranted.

The

method used in th is th esis does not adequately account for the strain
energy contained in the surcharge.
(ii) The e ffe ct of a change in wall friction angle part way down a
cylinder on strain energy pressures and forces could be investigated.
Whilst a Janssen analysis can be applied to this situation the present
strain energy method can only handle this via a conservative value of
the wall friction angle.
(iii) Further work should be undertaken into wall loads in squat cylinders
(H/D less

than 1),

The strain

energy method is not applicable to

these cylinders and a surcharge will have a significant effect on wall
loads.

This could be approached via the numerical solution to partial

d ifferen tia l equations describing the equilibrium of fin ite lumps of bulk
solid.

10.2 Improvements to the program WALL.L0AD

The following improvements should be made to the bin wall load
plotting program WALL.LOAD:
(i) The scope of the program should be extended to include funnel rlow.
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(ü) Feeder loads should be calculated.
(iii) More geometric fle x ib ility in bin configuration is required.
program

should be able to handle,

fo r

The

example, expanded flow bins,

multiple sk irt hoppers and divergent cylinders.
(iv) A fa s t e r numerical solution fo r the radial s tr e s s field parameters
than is currently available through using the Reeves (27) programs is
required.

The fa s te r solution is required to maintain and enhance the

program's in tera ctiv e features.

The numerical solution should be used

in preference to the Enstad analytical solution.
(v) The values of a and 4> should be checked as they are read as data,
p a rticu la rly where tolerances are given, to ensure th at they lie in
the mass flow area.
(vi) The program should be integrated with other existing bin design
programs to form a complete bin design package.

1 0 .3

Im p r o v e m e n ts

to

S im p lifie d

D e s ig n

M e th o d

The following additional work could be undertaken to improve and
extend the scope of the simplified procedure:
(i) A s e n sitiv ity analysis to determine the influence of uncertainties
in 4> and Kj on the design fa c to r s for cylinder pressures and forces
is required.
(ii) The e ffe c t of a surcharge on the cylinder on the design fa c to r s
should be determined.
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(iii) The sim plified method should be extended to funnel flow p ressu res
via a numerical solution for Kt/Kj,
(iv) Charts of the cylinder design fa c to r Kc at the h/D = 1 location
should be produced.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE WALL LOAD CALCULATIONS
A.l Introduction

The use of the simplified bin wall load evaluation procedure is
illu stra ted below by applying it to the mass flow bin example given in
Arnold et.al,

(3),

The resu lts of the simplified procedure are compared

with those predicted by the program WALL.LOAD. The bin details are
given in Figure A-l.
A.2 Sample Output from WALLLOAD

The graphical output from the program WALL,LOAD for th is example is
given in Figures A-2 and A-3

Values predicted by the simplified method

are superimposed on these figures.

The tabulated program output is

given in Table A-3 and Table A-4.
The program p red icts a peak hopper tran sition pressure of 57.58
kPa using the Enstad analytical solution for the radial s tre ss field.
A pressure of 54.14 kPa is obtained when the numerical solution fo r the
radial s tr e s s field is used.
A.3 Simplified Cylinder Wall Load Calculation
A.3.1 Initial Wall Pressures and Forces
Initial pressures are calculated from equation 3-2 using Ki = o.4.
D _ 9.81x0.815x2,.
Pi 4tan20
(1 “ 8

)

The in itia l in plane force per unit circumference at the base of the
cylinder is calculated from equation 3-10.
Uj = ^ 2 f 6 = 12.64kN/m
J
4 •
8x0.4J

50°
20°

23°
81 5 kgm- 3

Figure A-l

Bin Details for Sample Calculation
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A.3.2 Flow Wall Pressures and Forces
Flow pressures are calculated from equation 4-2.

The axisymmetric

cylinder design pressure fa cto rs for H/D = 3 may be obtained from
Figure D-8 or by linearly interpolating between Figures D-l and D-2.
p f = K cPi

Initial

pressures,

design

pressure fa cto rs

and flow pressures

are

tabulated in Table A-l.
i

The in plane wall
force d istribu tion fo r flow conditions is determined
i
from equation 4-5.

The design fa c to r for the in plane force at the

bottom of the cylinder is given as Cu = 1.4 in Figure C-15.
IJf = C u u J h = 1-4x12.64“ kN/m

A.4 Simplified Hopper Wall Pressure Calculation

The magnitude of the radial s tr e s s field pressure at the tran sition
is evaluated using equation 5-4.

The appropriate value of the non

dimensional normal wall s tr e s s function is obtained from Figure H-2.
P , = f—
n

YrD = 0.47x0.815x9.8x2 = 7.52kPa

-rBJ

♦

The radial s tr e s s field pressures vary linearly to zero at the apex.
The in ita l hopper pressures are obtained from equation 3-27.

The

s tr e s s r a tio Kmin is calculated from equation 3-28 or obtained from
Figures E-l or E-2.
-1

Kmi = M + laoSO,
m,n 1 tan231
pi =

=0.538

+ r z ) = 0.538(|f + 8z)kPa

The tra n sition Flow pressure is

calculated using equation 5-3.

hopper tra n sition pressure design fa c to r is given as

C F tr

The

= 4.4 in Figures

r

DEPTH IN BIN - metres

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6

.

7.
8.

9.
NORMAL WALL PRESSURES Figure A-2

IN IT IA L

AND FLOW PRESSURES :

KPa

EXAMPLE

DEPTH IN BIN - metres
Figure A-3

IN ITIA L

AND FLOW FORCES : EXAMPLE
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G-2 and G-8.'
pft = c Ftrpit = 4.4x12.21 = 53.72kPa

This peak value is assumed to vary linearly to the radial s tr e s s field
d istrib u tion over the slant distance 0.3 D below the tran sition .

The

value at th is point and at the hopper ou tlet may be determined via
graphical construction or using r a tio fa c to r s derived from the hopper
geometry.

In itial and flow pressures are listed in Table A-2.

A.5 Discussion

The pressures and fo rce s evaluated using the simplified procedure
compare favourably with those predicted by the program WALL.L0AD. The
simplified method reduces the magnitude of the pressure discontinuity
one diameter down from the top of the cylinder.
in the peak tra n sition

The small discrepancy

pressures is due to the difference between

the Enstad radial s tr e s s field parameters used by the program and
the numerical solution values used in the design charts.

The values

calculated here compare favourably with those evaluated in Arnold et.al,
(3), using the long hand method.
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h (m)

h/D

Pi (kPa)

Kc

Pf (kPa)

U (kN/m)

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.5

2.78

1.5

4.17

2.95

2.0

1.0

4.85

1.5

7.28

5.90

2.0

1.0

4.85

2.05

9.94

5.90

3.0

1.5

6.40

1.95

12.48

8.85

4.0

2.0

7.55

1.85

13.97

11.80

5.0

2 -5

8.42

1.75

14.74

14.75

6.0

3.0

9.07

1.65

14.97

17.70

Table A-l

Simplified Method Cylinder Wall Loads

z (m)

Pi (kPa)

cPtr

0. 0

12.21

4.4

0.55

-

1.83

20.08

Table A-2

Pf

(kPa)
53.72

-

5.79

-

1.71

Simplified Method Hopper Wall Pressures
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EXAMPLE
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
DELTA =

50.0 +-

.0 DEG

BULK DENSITY =

.82 T/M**3

HOPPER DETAILS
HOPPER M = 1
TOP DIA ALPHA
(M) (DEG)
2.00
23.0

PHI
(DEG)
20.0 +-

OUTLET DIAMETER =

.0

.45 M

CYLINDER DETAILS
CYLINDER M = 1
CYL HEIGHT =
CYL DIAM =
PHI =

6.00 M
2.00 M

20.0 +-

CYLINDER KJ =
CYLINDER

.0 DEG
.40
NORMAL WALL PRESSURES

DEPTH
(m)

INITIAL
(kPa)

FLOW
(kPa)

DESIGN
(kPa)

.00

.00
.92
1.77
2.55
3.26
3.91
4.51
5.06
5.56
6.02
6.44
6.82
7.18
7.50
7.80
8.07
8.32
8.55
8.76
8.95
9.12

.00
1.39
2.66
3.82
4.89
5.87
6.76
12.95
13.64
14.21
14.66
14.97
15.12
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14

.00
1.39
2.66
3.82
4.89
5.87
6.76
12.95
13.64
14.21
14.66
14.97
15.12
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14
15.14

.30
.60
.90
1.20
1.50
1.80
2.10
2.40
2.70
3.00
3.30
3.60
3.90
4.20
4.50
4.80
5.10

5.40
5.70
6.00

Table A-3

IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUM
INITIAL
(kN/m)
.00
.05
.20
,44
.75
1.14
1.61
2.13
2.71
3.34
4.02
4.74
5.51
6.31
7.15
8.01
8.91
9.83
10.77
11.74
12.73

FLOW
(kN/m)
.00
.65
1.38
2.19
3.05
3.96
4.90
5.87
6.87
7.87
8.88
9.89
10.89
11.88
12.85
13.78
14.68
15.53
16.31
17.02
17.64

DESIGN
(kN/m)
.00
.65
1.38
2.19
3.05
3.96
4.90
5.87
6.87
7.87
8.88
9.89
10.89
11.88
12.85
13.78
14.68
15.53
16.31
17.02
17.64

WALL.LOAD Cylinder Wall Pressures and Forces
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CYLINDER INITIAL SURCHARGE ON HOPPER =
HOPPER

NORMAL WALL PRESSURES

DEPTH
(m)

INITIAL
(kPa)

.00
.18
.37
.55
.73
.91
1.10
1.28
1.46
1.64
1.83

12.28
13.07
13.86
14.65
15.44
16.23
17.03
17.82
18.61
19.40
20.19

HOPPER

FLOW
(kPa)

DESIGN
(kPa)

57.58
34.54
20.80
12.87
8.42
5.94
4.51
3.59
2.89
2.28
1.69

57.58
34.54
20.80
15.05
15.44
16.23
17.03
17.82
18.61
19.40
20.19

PARALLEL FORCES

22.81

VERTICAL FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUM
INITIAL
(kN/m)
13.58
12.82
11.97
11.02
9.97
8.81
7.52
6.08
4.43
2.48
.00

INITIAL

(m)

(kN/m)

(kN/m)

(kN/m)

(kN/m)

6.81
6.43
6.00
5.53
5.00
4.42
3.77
3.05
2.22
1.24
.00

7.28
4.48
2.85
1.88
1.29
.91
.64
.44
.27
.13
.00

18.71
17.66
16.49
15.19
13.74
12.14
10.36
8.37
6.10
3.42
.00

19.99
12.32
7.82
5.16
3.55
2.51
1.77
1.20
.74
.35
.00

.00
.18
.37
.55
.73
.91
1.10
1.28
1.46
1.64
1.83

FLOW
(kN/m)

DESIGN
(kN/m)

14.51
8.94
5.67
3.75
2.58
1.82
1.28
.87
.53
.25
.00

14.51
12.82
11.97
10.51
9.97
8.81
7.52
6.08
4.43
2.48
.00

PERPENDICULAR FORCES

DEPTH

FLOW

kPa

INITIAL

5.96
»
—1
i
—I

HOPPER INITIAL OUTLET SURCHARGE =
HOPPER FLOW OUTLET SURCHARGE =

FLOW

kN
kN

HOPPER FORCES ARE CALCULATED ASSUMING
THE BIN IS SUPPORTED AT THE TRANSITION

Table A-4

WALL.LOAD Hopper Wall Pressures and Forces
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APPENDIX B
CYLINDER PRESSURE FACTOR CHARTS

Plots of the cylinder pressure factor (ratio of minimum strain energy
to Janssen normal wall pressure) are given in Figures B-l to B-16 for
both axisymmetrie and plane flow cases.
constant H/D ratio.

Figures B-l

to B-6 are for

Charts covering a wider range of geometries have

been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.

Figures

B-7 to B-14 are for constant wall friction angle and variable geometry.
Figures B-15 and B-16 give the cylinder pressure factor at the bottom
of cylinders of various geometries.

h/D
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0.85 X (P/t DJ strain t
tNLnoT

tp/7D) jrnssen
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h/D
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0.85

X

Ì P / 7 D) STaa]N /
ENERGY

( P / 7 O)

JANSSEN

DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
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F ig u re
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. 0
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X
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strain

/
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DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
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h/D

100 .

0.85 X (P/7 D) strain / (P/7 O) JANSSEN
ENERGY

DIMENSIONLESS NORMRt WRLL PRESSURES
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Figure B - 7
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0.85 X (P/7 O)STAR]N / (P/TD)JflNSSEN
ENERGY

JHN5

N

DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
FOR AX ISTMMETRIC CTLINOER PHI = 20.
F ig u re

B -8

h/D
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0.85 X (P/t D) strrih / iP/70) JflNSS£N
ENEftGT

DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
FOR AXISTMMETR1C CYLINDER PHI = 30.
F ig u re

B -9 ,

h/D
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0.85 X (P/7 D) S T R AI N
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APPENDIX C
CYLINDER FORCE FACTOR CHARTS

Plots

of

the

cylinder

force

factor

(ratio

of minimum strain

energy

to Janssen in plane wall force) are given in Figures C-l to C-16 for
both axisymmetrie and plane flow cases.
constant H/D ra tio .

Figures C-l

to C-6 are for

Charts covering a wider range of geometries have

been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.

Figures

C-7 to C -l4 are for constant wall friction angle and variable geometry.
Figures C-15 and C-16 give the cylinder force factor at the bottom of
cylinders of various geometries.
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APPENDIX D
CYLINDER DESIGN PRESSURE FACTOR CHARTS

Plots of the cylinder design pressure factor are given in Figures D-l
to D-14 for both axisymmetric and plane flow.
for constant H/D ratio.

Figures D-l to D-6 are

Plots covering a wider range of geometries have

been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.

Figures

D-7 to D-14 are for constant wall friction angle and variable geometry.
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APPENDIX E
HOPPER STRESS RATIO CHARTS

Plots of the hopper in it ia l stress ratio Km-[n are given in Figures E-l
and E -2 .

Contour plots of the hopper flow stress ratio

in Figures E-3

to E-14

are given

for both axisymmetric and plane flow.

Charts

covering intermediate values of the effectiv e angle of internal friction
have been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.
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APPENDIX F
HOPPER SWITCH PRESSURE FACTOR CHARTS

Plots of

the hopper switch pressure factor

Figures F -l

to F-4.

/ Kj)

are given in

As the switch pressure factor is related to the

hopper flow stress ratio by the factor 1/Kj the only plots given here
are examples

for

6 = 50 and Kj = 0 .4 .

Charts have been produced for

other values of the effective angle of internal friction and are held
at the University of Wollongong.
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APPENDIX G
TRANSITION PRESSURE DESIGN FACTOR CHARTS

Plots of the transition pressure design factor (Kmax / Kmin) are given
in Figures

G-l

to

G-12 for

both axisymmetric and plane flow cases.

Charts covering intermediate values of the effective angle of internal
fric tio n have been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.
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APPENDIX H
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION CHARTS

Plots of the non-dimensional normal wall stress function are given in
Figures H-l

to H-6 for axisymmetric and plane flow.

intermediate values of

Charts covering

the effectiv e angle of internal friction have

been produced and are held at the University of Wollongong.
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APPENDIX I
LISTING OF PROGRAM WALL..LOAD

A listin g
subroutines

of

the

FORTRAN code

in the f ile

for

PROG, follow.

the

program WALL. LOAD and

the

The program WALL.LOAD is used

for calculating and plotting cylinder and hopper wall pressures and in
plane wall forces.

183.

O OOO

R18DJM*WALL.LOAD
C
PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE LOADS IMPOSED ON MASS FLOW
BINS USING THE JENIKE DESIGN PROCEDURE
D.J.MARTIN - M.E. THESIS 1983
/A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
/B / ZC(5 1 ) ,FP(10,51)
f C f HDIA( 12 ) , HALP( 11) ,HPHI (11) ,HPHIT( 1.1 ) ,HM( 11 )
/D / HCI(1 1 ),H0M(1 2 ),FKMIN(11)
/E / HTH(11 ) , NHH(11),HPP(1 5 ,1 0 1 ),HW(11)
/F / HCF( 1 1 ) ,FKMAX(11), FNM(11)

O

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

O

DIMENSION DVP(lOl),ZHP(101)

OO

CHARACTER*60 TITLE

OOO

NM=41
FC(11)=3.14159
FC(12)*3.14159/180.0
FC(25)=9.81
SCREEN COORDINATES FOR AXES

OO

SXMIN=250.0
SYMIN=100.0
SXMAX=950.0
SYMAX=650.0
SXTL=250.0
SYTL=0.0

O O O O O O O

CALL PPBGN('PWALL')
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
WRITE(6 ,* ) ^************************"
WRITE( 6 ,* ) "MASS FLOW BIN WALL LOADS'
WRITE( 6 ,* ) "************************'
WRITE( 6 ,* )
READ MATERIAL, HOPPER AND CYLINDER DATA
WRITE DATA OUT TO FILES 11 AND 12
CALL READ(TITLE, NTEXT, NHS, NCYL, CSUR, HSUR)
TOTAL HEIGHT OF CONICAL SURCHARGE
CSUR=(2.0+HP(8))*H?(20)
HSUR=(2 .0+HM(1 ) )*HP(21)
BSUR-AMAX1(CSUR,HSUR)
C
C
C

SUBDIVIDE HOPPERS INTO 10 OR 20 SEGMENTS
DO 10

1=1,NHS

10
C
C
C

15
C
C
C
C

20
C
C
C
.

25

C
C
C

HP(1 4 )=TAN(HALP( I ))
H0M(I)=HDIA(I)*0.5/HP(14)
HTH(I)=(HDIA(I)-HDIA(I+1))*0.5/HP(14)
IF(HTH(I). GT.10♦0.OR.NHS.EQ.1 )NHH(I)=21
IF(HTH(I).LT.1 0 ,0 .AND.NHS.GT.1) NHH(I)=11
CONTINUE
SUBDIVIDE CYLINDER INTO 40 SEGMENTS
DO 15 1=1,NM
ZC(I)=(I-1)*HP(9)/(NM -1)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR DELTA AND PHI
FIRST DO BOUNDS FOR WALL PRESSURES
DO 30 L=1,2
IF(L.EQ.l) THEN
PM(1)=PM(1)+PM(7)
PM(4)=PM(4)-PM(9)
DO 20 1=1,NHS
HPHI( I ) =HPHI( I ) -HPHIT( I )
CONTINUE
ELSE
NOW DO UPPER BOUNDS FOR FORCE IN WALLS
PM(1)=PM(1) - 2 . 0*PM(7)
PM(4 )=PM(4)+2. 0*PM(9)
DO 25 1=1,NHS
HPHI( I ) =HPHI( I )+ 2 . 0*HPHIT( I )
CONTINUE
END IF
PM(13)=TAN(PM(4))
PM(11)=SIN(PM(1))
EVALUATE INITIAL CYLINDER WALL PRESSURES
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) GO TO 800
PM(20)=HP(10)
CALL INCYL(NM)

C
C
C
800
C
C
C

EVALUATE INITIAL HOPPER WALL PRESSURES
IF(NHS.EQ.O) GO TO 810
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) FC(3)=HP(21)*PM(3)
CALL INHOP(NHS,QIL,IK)
EVALUATE FLOW CYLINDER WALL PRESSURES
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) GO TO 820
PM(21)=HP(10)

810
C
C

CALL FLCYL(NM)
EVALUATE FLOW HOPPER WALL PRESSURES

185.

C
820
30
C
C
C

IF(NHS.EQ.O) GO TO 30
CALL FLHOP(N H S ,Q F L ,IK)
CONTINUE
SELECT MAXIMUM VALUES FOR HOPPERS
PMAXHI=0.0
PMAXHF=0.0
PMAXHD=0.0
VMAXHI=0.0
VMAXHF=0.0
VMAXHD=0.0
IF(NHS.GT.0) THEN
DO 40 1= 1,IK
HPP(3, I)=AMAX1(HPP(1 ,1 ) ,HPP(2 , I ) )
HPP( 6 ,1 ) =AMAX1(HPP( 4 , 1 ) , HPP(5 ,1 ))
HPP( 9 ,1 ) =AMAX1(HPP( 7 , 1 ) , HPP(8 ,1 ))
HPP(12,I)=AMAX1(HPP(10,1),HPP(11,I))

C
C

40
C
C
C

45
840

C
C
C

PMAXHI=AMAX1(HPP( 1 , 1 ) , PMAXHI)
PMAXHF=AMAX1(HPP( 2 , 1 ) , PMAXHF)
PMAXHD=AMAX1( PMAXHD, HPP( 3 ,I ))
VMAXHI=AMAX1(HPP(4,I),VMAXHI)
VMAXHF=AMAX1(HPP(5,1),VMAXHF)
VMAXRD=AMAX1(VMAXHD, HPP(6 ,1 ))
CONTINUE
ROUND OFF SHARP CHANGES IN HPP(3,I) & HPP(6,I)
IKO=IK-l
DO 45 1=2 5IKO
SC=(HPP(3 ,1 + 1 )-HPP( 3 , I ) ) * (HPP( 3 ,I ) -HPP( 3 ,1 -1 ))
IF(SC.LT.O.O) GO TO 840
CONTINUE
PSETP=AMIN1(HPP(3 ,1 + 1 ) ,HPP( 3 ,1 -1 ))
HPP( 3 , I)=PSETP
PSETS=AMIN1(HPP( 6 ,1 + 1 ) ,HPP( 6 ,1 -1 ) )
HPP(6 , I)=PSETS
END IF
SELECT MAXIMUM VALUES FOR CYLINDER
PMAXCI=0.0
PMAXCF=0.0
PMAXCD=0.0
VMAXCI=0.0
VMAXCF=0.0
VMAXCD=0.0
IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
DO 50 1=1,NM
FP(3,I)=AMAX1(FP(1,I),FP(2,I))
FP( 6 , I)=AMAX1(FP(4,I),FP(5,I))

186.

PMAXCI=AMAX1(FP(1,1),PMAXCI)
PMAXCF-AMAX1(FP(2,I),PMAXCF)
PMAXCD«AMAX1(FP(3,I),PMAXCD)
VMAXCI=AMAX1 (FP(4,1) ,VMAXCI)

50

VMAXCF-AMAX1(FP(5,I),VMAXCF)
VMAXCD=AMAX1(FP(6,I) ,VMAXCD)
CONTINUE
END IF

C

an

WRITE OUT REPORT TO FILE 11

on

60

IF (NCYL.GT.0) THEN
WRITE(11,300)
WRITE(11,310)
WRITE(11,320)
DO 60 1=1,NM,2
WRITE(11,330) ZC(I),(FP(J,I),J=1,6)
CONTINUE
WRITE(11,340) FC(2)
END IF

65

70

870

C
C
C

85
C
C
C
990

IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
WRITE(11,400)
WRITE(11,410)
WRITE(11,320)
DO 65 1= 1,IK ,2
WRITE(11,330) HPP(1 5 ,1 ) ,(HPP(J, I ) , J=1,6)
CONTINUE
WRITE(11,420)
WRITE(11,430)
WRITE(11,440)
DO 70 1=1,IK ,2
WRITE(11,450) HPP(15,I),(HPP(J,I),J=7,8),(HPP(K,I),K=10,11)
CONTINUE
IF(I.GE.IK) GO TO 870
WRITE( 1 1 ,330)HPP(1 5 ,IK),HPP(3 ,IK) , HPP(6, IK),HPP(9, IK),HPP( 1 2 ,IK)
WRITE(11,460) QIL
WRITE(11,470) QFL
WRITE(11,480)
END IF
MODIFY HEIGHT ARRAY FOR PLOTTING
DO 85 1=1,IK
ZHP(I)=HPP(1 5 ,I)+HP(9)
CONTINUE
WHICH PLOT IS REQUIRED
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
IF(NDBP.NE.l) THEN
WRITE( 6 ,* ) 'WHICH PLOT DO YOU REQUIRE'
WRITE( 6 ,* ) 'ENTER 1 FOR INITIAL NORMAL WALL PRESSURES'

187.

WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6, * ) '
WRITE(6, *) '
WRITE(6, *) '
WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6,500)
READ(5,*) NPLOT
END IF
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0

FOR FLOW NORMAL WALL PRESSURES"
FOR DESIGN NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
FOR INITIAL AND FLOW PRESSURES'
FOR INITIAL IN PLANE FORCES'
FOR FLOW IN PLANE FORCES'
FOR DESIGN IN PLANE FORCES'
FOR INITIAL AND FLOW FORCES'
TO FINISH'

C
C
IF(NPLOT.EQ.10) NPL0T=0
IF(NPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 900
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l) GO TO 910
IF(NPLOT.EQ.2) GO TO 920
IF(NPLOT.EQ.3) GO TO 930
IF(NPLOT.EQ.4) GO TO 940
IF( NPLOT.EQ.5) GO TO 950
IF(NPLOT.EQ.6) GO TO 960
IF( NPLOT.EQ.7) GO TO 970
IF(NPLOT.EQ.8) GO TO 980
C
on

INITIAL NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
PMAX=AMAX1(PMAXCI, PMAXHI)
CALL SCALE(PMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL, NHS, YMAX,NYD,HP(9), HP(19),BSUR)
CALL PLOT(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
* 'NORMAL WALL PRESSURES - kPa',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m e tre s',' ' ,
* 2 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, 2 , 1 , SXMIN, SYMIN, SXMAX, SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,'INITIAL WALL PRESSURES : ',2 5 )
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE, NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE( ' SCALON')

no

10

o o o

IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP, DVP, 1 , NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC,NM,-1)
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP, DVP, 1 , IK,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP,IK,-1)
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
GO TO 990
FLOW NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
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920

PMAX=AMAX1(PMAXCF, PMAXHF)
CALL SCALE( PMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL ,NHS , YMAX,NYD,HP(9) ,HP(19) ,BSUR)
CALL PL0T(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
* 'NORMAL WALL PRESSURES - kPa',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m etres',' ' ,
* 2 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD, NXSD, NXMD,NYD, 2 , 1 , SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL, SYTL, 'FLOW WALL PRESSURES : ',2 2 )
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE( ' SCALON')

C
C
IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP,DVP,2 ,NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC,NM,-1)
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP, DVP, 2 , IK,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP,IK,-1)
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP, NPLOT)
GO TO 990
C
C
C
930

DESIGN NORMAL WALL PRESSURES
PMAX=AMAX1( PMAXCD, PMAXHD)
CALL SCALE(PMAX,XMAX,NXD,NXSD,NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL, NRS, YMAX, NYD, HP( 9 ) ,HP( 1 9 ) ,BSUR)
CALL PL0T(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
* 'NORMAL WALL PRESSURES - kPa',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m etres',' ' ,
* 2 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD,NXSD,NXMD,NYD,2 ,1 ,SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE( 'SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,'DESIGN WALL PRESSURES : ' , 24)
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE('SCALON')

C
C

o o o

IF(NCYL. GT.0) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP,DVP,3 ,NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC, NM,-1 )
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP, DVP, 3 , IK,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP,IK,-1 )
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
GO TO 990
INITIAL AND FLOW NORMAL WALL PRESSURES

940

C
C

PMAX=AMAX1 ( PMAXCI, PMAXHI)
PMAX=AMAX1(PMAXCF, PMAXHF, PMAX)
CALL SCALE( PMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL,NHS, YMAX,NYD,HP(9),HP(19),BSUR) CALL PL0T(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
* 'NORMAL WALL PRESSURES - kPa',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m e tre s',' ' ,
* 2 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, 2 , 1 , SXMIN,SYMIN, SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE( 'SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,'INITIAL AND FLOW PRESSURES : ' , 29
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE('SCALON')
,
IF(NCYL. GT.0) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP,DVP, 1 ,NM,10)
CALL PPDDRW(DVP, Z C ,N M ,1 0 ,'-',' ')
CALL AMOD(FP, DVP, 2 , NM, I0)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC, NM,-1 )
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP, DVP, 1 ,IK,15)
CALL PPDDRW(DVP,ZHP, I K, 1 0 , ' ' )
CALL AMOD(HPP,DVP,2, IK ,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZHP, IK,-1 )
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP, NPLOT)
GO TO 990

C

o o

INITIAL IN PLANE FORCES
950

VMAX=AMAX1(VMAXCI, VMAXHI)
i
CALL SCALE( VMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL( NCYL,NHS,YMAX,NYD,HP(9 ) ,HP(19),BSUR)
CALL PLOT(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
*'IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT LENGTH - kN/m',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m e tre s',' ' ,
* 3 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD,NXSD,NXMD,NYD,2 , 1 , SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,'INITIAL IN PLANE FORCES : ' , 2 6)
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE('SCALON')

C
C
IF(NCYL. GT.0) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP, DVP,4 ,NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZC,NM,-1)
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP, DVP, 4 , IK,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP,IX,-1 )
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
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CALL BYPD(NDBP, NPLCT)
GO TO 990
C
C
C
960

FLOW IN PLANE FORCES
VMAX=AMAX1(VMAXCF, VMAXHF)
CALL SCALE(VMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL, NHS, YMAX, NYD, HP( 9 ) ,HP(1 9 ),BSUR)
CALL PLOT(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
*'IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT LENGTH - kN/m',
*'DEPTH IN BIN — m etres','' ' ,
* 3 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, 2 , 1 , SXMIN, SYMIN, SXMAX, SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL, SYTL, 'FLOW IN PLANE FORCES : ' , 23)
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE, NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE('S CALON')

C
C

IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD( FP, DVP, 5 , NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC, NM,-1 )
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.0) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP,DVP,5 , IK ,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP, IK ,-1 )
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP, NPLOT)
GO TO 990
C
o o

DESIGN IN PLANE FORCES
9 70

VMaX=AKAX1 ( VMAXHD, VMaXCD)
CALL SCALE(VMAX,XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL, NHS, YMAX,NYD, HP( 9 ) ,HP(1 9 ),BSUR)
CALL PLOT(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0 .0 ,
*'IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT LENGTH - kN/m',
* 'DEPTH IN BIN - m etres',' ' ,
* 3 7 ,2 1 ,1 ,NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, 2 , 1 , SXMIN, SYMIN, SXMAX, SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE( 'SCALOFF')
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,'DESIGN IN PLANE FORCES : ' , 25)
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOM')

C
C
IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP,DVP, 6 , NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP, ZC, NM,-1 )
END IF
IF(NHS. GT.0) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP,DVP, 6 , IK ,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP, I K ,- l )
END IF
CALL PPNEXT

CALL BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
GO TO 990
C
C
C

INITIAL AND FLOW IN PLANE FORCES
980

VMAX=AMAX1(VMAXCF,VMAXHF)
VMAX=AMAX1(VMAXCI,VMAXHI,VMAX)
CALL SCALE(VMAX,XMAX,NXD,NXSD,NXMD)
CALL MODEL(NCYL,NHS,YMAX,NYD,HP(9),HP(19),B SUR)
CALL PL0T(0.0,YMAX,XMAX,0.0,
*'IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT LENGTH - kN/m",
* "DEPTH IN BIN - metres"," ",
*37,21,1,NXD,NXSD,NXMD,NYD,2,1,SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPMODE('SCALOFF")
.
CALL PPTEXT(SXTL,SYTL,"INITIAL AND FLOW FORCES : ',26)
CALL PPTEXA(TITLE,NTEXT)

C
C

.
CALL PPMODE("SCALON")
IF(NCYL.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(FP,DVP,4,NM,10)
CALL PPDDRW(DVP,ZC,NM,1 0 , " ')
CALL AM0D(FP,DVP,5,NM,10)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZC,NM,-1)
END IF
IF(NHS.GT.O) THEN
CALL AMOD(HPP,DVP,4,IK,15)
CALL PPDDRW(DVP,ZHP,IK,1 0 , " ")
CALL AMOD(HPP,DVP,5,I K ,15)
CALL PPDRAW(DVP,ZHP,IK,-1)
END IF
CALL PPNEXT
CALL BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
GO TO 990

’

C
C
900

CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
CALL PPEND
END FILE 11
END FILE 12
WRITE(6,*) "DATA AND RESULTS ARE IN FILE 11'
WRITE(6,*) 'INPUT DATA IS IN FILE 12"
WRITE(6,*)
'
WRITE(6,*) "PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED"

C
C
300
310
320
330
340

FORMAT(//,1H ," CYLINDER
NORMAL WALL PRESSURES',
*"
IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUM",/)
DESIGN",
FLOW
INITIAL
FORMAT(1H ,"
DEPTH
DESIGN")
*"
INITIAL
FLOW
FORMAT(1H ,"
(kPa)",
(kPa)
(kPa)
(m)
*"
(kN/m)
(kN/m)
(kN/m)", /)
FORMAT(1H ,7(F10.2))
FORMAT(///,5X," CYLINDER INITIAL SURCHARGE ON HOPPER =
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* F 8 .2 ,'
C
C
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
C
C
500

kPa')

FORMAT( / / , 1H , '
HOPPER
NORMAL WALL PRESSURES',
*'
VERTICAL FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUM',/)
FORMAT(1H
DEPTH
INITIAL
FLOW
DESIGN',
*'
INITIAL
FLOW
DESIGN')
FORMAT(//,1H , '
HOPPER
PARALLEL FORCES',
*'
PERPENDICULAR FORCES',/)
FORMAT( 1H , '
DEPTH
INITIAL
FLOW INITIAL
FORMAT( 1H , '
(m)
(kN/m)
(kN/m)
(kN/m)
FORMAT( 1H ,5(F 10 .2))
FORMAT( / / / , 5X, ' HOPPER INITIAL OUTLET SURCHARGE = ',
*F 8.2 , ' kN')
FORMAT(5X,' HOPPER FLOW OUTLET SURCHARGE *
',
*F 8.2 , ' kN')
FORMAT(/,5X,' HOPPER FORCES ARE CALCULATED ASSUMING',
* / , 5X ,' THE BIN IS SUPPORTED AT THE TRANSITION')

FORMAT(/ / , ' PUSH CARRIAGE RETURN KEY TO RETURN TO THIS
* / , ' PLOT OPTION DIRECTORY AFTER PLOT IS DRAWN',
* / / , ' ALTERNATIVELY ENTER THE REQUIRED OPTION',
* / , ' NUMBER TO OBTAIN YOUR NEXT PLOT DIRECTLY')
END

FLOW', / )
(k N /m )',/)
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COMMON /A / ARRAY VARIABLES
I
PM(I)
1
8

HP(I)

FC(I)

m (H)

UK j/R

2

4> (C)

a

3

r

4

Q/Ac
hc

<p (C)

5

Km m■

B

6

sin B

Q OLD

7

d to l

M

8

e

rn (C)

N

9

4> to l (C)

H

11

sin8

Kh
U/MmR
71

12

sin$ (H)

ti/180

13

tan^> (C)

Ac / pc = R

14

V

tan#

so
A

15

tan<£ (H)

ho

B

sino:

X

10

Kj

16
17

Y

18

coscr

19

D

<?w/rB
a

20

Kj (I)

Mg (C)

21

K| (F)

hs (H)

22

4> t o l (C,I)

Q (H.F)

23

4> to l (C,F)

X

^max
n (H,F)

24
g

25
(C)

Cylinder

(H)

Hopper

(I)

Initial

(F)

Flow

to l

Tolerance
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R18DJM*PR0G.AM0D
SUBROUTINE AMOD(FP,ZH,J,NM,MS)
C
C
COPY ONE COLUMN OF FP(MS,NM)
C
INTO THE ONE D ARRAY ZH(NM)
C
DIMENSION FP(MS,NM),ZH(NM)
DO 10 1=1,NM
ZH(I)=FP(J, I)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G.BETA
SUBROUTINE BETA(PHI,SPHI,SDELTA,RBETA,SBETA)
C
C
CALCULATE ANGLE BETA USED IN
C
HOPPER FLOW PRESSURE CALCULATIONS
C
RBETA ANGLE BETA IN RADIANS
C
DELTA STATIC ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION
C
PHI WALL FRICTION ANGLE
C
SDELTA = SIN(DELTA)
C
SPHI = SIN(PHI)
C
RBETA=0.5*(PHI+ASIN(SPHI/SDELTA))
SBETA=SIN(RBETA)
•
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G. BYPD
SUBROUTINE BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
C
C
INPUT CARRIAGE RETURN AFTER PLOT DRAWN
C
OR ENTER APPROPRIATE INTEGER TO BYPASS
C
PLOT DIRECTORY AND GO TO SPECIFIED PLOT
C
C
NPLOT
OPTION FOR NEXT PLOT
C
NDBP = 1 BYPASS PLOT DIRECTORY
C
NDBP = 0 GO TO PLOT DIRECTORY
C
CHARACTER*1 REPLY, TEST(10)
’
DATA TEST/' 1% ' 2 ' , " 3 ', ' 4 ' , '5 % " 6 ', '7 ' , ' 8 % ' 9 ' , ' 0 ' /
C
C
READ(5,200) REPLY
DO 10 1=1,10
IF(REPLY.EQ.TEST(I)) THEN
NPLOT=I
NDBP=1
RETURN
END IF
10
CONTINUE
NDBP=0

195.

C

c

200

FORMAT(A)
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G. CHAR

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

500

SUBROUTINE CHAR(TEXTA, TEXTB,MFILE, NFILE, LTXTA, LTXTB)
WRITE A LINE OF TEXT TO SCREEN
READ IN A LINE OF TEXT AND WRITE
TO FILES 11 AND 12 IF REQUIRED
TEXTA TEXT WRITTEN TO SCREEN
TEXTB TEXT READ IN
LTXTA LENGTH OF STRING TEXTA
LTXTB LENGTH OF STRING TEXTB
MFILE = 1 WRITE TEXTB TO FILE 11
NFILE = 1 WRITE TEXTB TO FILE 12
CHARACTER*^) TEXTA,TEXTB
LTXTA=TRMLEN(TEXTA)
IF(TEXTA.EQ.' ') GO T0 500
WRITE(6,200) TEXTA(1:LTXTA)
READ(5,210) TEXTB
LTXTB=TRMLEN(TEXTB)
IF(MFILE.EQ.I) WRITE(11,210) TEXTB( 1 :LTXTB)
IF(NFILE.EQ.l) WRITE(12,210) TEXTB(1 : LTXTB)

C
C
200
210

FORMAT(/,1H ,A)
FORMAT(A)
RETURN
END

I

OOOO

R18DJM*PR0G.DUMMY
SUBROUTINE PAGE(IUNIT)
C
DUMMY SUBROUTINE TO PREVENT DRAWING
PLOTS OF BLANK FRAMES WHEN EXECUTING
DEVICE INDEPENDENT PLOTTING PROGRAMS

pd

IUNIT=0
CALL PPM0DE( "HELP0FF")
RETURN
END

18DJM*PR0G.ENSC

OO O O

SUBROUTINE ENSC( X, Y, RBETA, SBETA, SDELTA, ALPHA, SNALFA, HOPM)
ENSTADS X AND Y
RBETA ANGLE BETA IN RADIANS
DELTA STATIC ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION

C
C
C
C .
C
C

ALPHA HOPPER WALL SLOPE
HOPM HOPPER M
SBETA = SIN(RBETA)
SDELTA = SIN(DELTA
SNALFA = SIN(ALPHA)
X=SIN(2 .0*RBETA+ALPHA)/SNALFA+1.0
X=SDELTA*X/( 1 .0-SDELTA)
X=(1 .0+H0PM)*X

C
C

no

RV-RBETA+ALPHA
SV=SIN(RV)
Y=SNALFA*RV**( 1 .O-HOPM)
Y=Y*(2 .0 * (1 .O-COS(RV)) )**HOPM
Y»Y+SBETA*SV**(1.0+H0PM)
Y=Y/( SV**( 2 .O+HOPM))
Y=Y/(1.0-SDELTA)

o o o o o

¡5ö

RETURN
END

18DJM*PR0G. FLCYL
SUBROUTINE FLCYL(NP)
CALCULATE CYLINDER FLOW PRESSURES AND
IN PLANE FORCES PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE
USING MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY METHOD

o o o

COMMON /A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
COMMON /B / ZC(5 1 ),FP(10,51)
POISSON RATIO AS FUNCTION OF KJ
M=HP(8)
IF(M.EQ.l) THEN
PM(14)=PM(21)/(1.0+PM(21))
ELSE
PM(14)=4.0-3.0*PM(21)*PM(21)
PM(14)=PM(21)+2.0-SQRT(PM(14))
PM( 14)=PM( 14) / (2.0*(PM(21 )-fl.0))
END IF
C
C
C

STRAIN ENERGY CONSTANTS
FC(7)=(2.0*(1-PM(14)))**0.5
FC(8)=2.0*PM(14)/PM(13)
IF(M.EQ.O) FC(8)«FC(8)/(FC(7)*FC(7))
FC(9)=PM(14)/(1 -0-PM(14))
FC(10)=PM(13)/HP(13)
IF(M.EQ.l) FC(10)=FC(10)/FC(7)

C
C

START 0.5 DIAM FROM TOP OF CYLINDER
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C

10
900
C
C
C

TEST=0. 5*HP(19)
DO 10 1=1,NP
IF (Z C (I). GE.TEST) GO TO 900
CONTINUE
IFRST=I
PMAX=0.0
SINGLE BOUND APPROXIMATION
DO 20 I=IFRST,NP
CALL SEPC(HP(9 ) ,Z C (I))
CALL SEPP(ZC(I),ZC(I),PCF, SEK)

C
C
C

20
C
C
C

30
C
C
C
910

40

REDUCE PRESSURE BY 15 PERCENT
PCF=0.85*PCF
PMAX=AMAX1(PMAX, PCF)
FP(2 ,I)=AMAX1(PMAX,FP(2 ,1 ))
CONTINUE
BETWEEN TOP AND ONE DIAM DOWN USE 1.5 JANSSEN
DO 30 1=1, NP
IF(ZC(I) .GE.HP(19))G0 TO 910
FP(2 ,I)=FP(1 ,I ) * l .5
CONTINUE
UPPER BOUND TO THE VERTICAL FORCE
CALL SEPC(HP(9),0 .0 )
DO 40 1=1,NP
CALL SEPP( 0 . 0 , Z C (I), P, S)
UMAX=(HP(20)+ZC(I))/HP(19)-S*0.5/(i+HP(8))
IF(M.EQ.l) UMAX=UMAX*FC(11)*0.25
UMAX=UMAX*PM(3 )*HP(1 9 )*HP(19)
IF(M.EQ.l) UMAX=UMAX/FC(11)
IF(M.EQ.O) UMAX=UMAX*0.5
FP(5 , I)=AMAX1(UMAX,FP(5 ,I ) )
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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R18DJM*PR0G.FLHOP
SUBROUTINE FLHOP(NHS,QFL,IK)

C
o o

C

CALCULATE HOPPER FLOW WALL PRESSURES
AND VERTICAL WALL FORCES
/A/
/C/
/D/
/E/
/F/

PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
HDIA(12),HALP(11),HPHI(11),HPHIT(11),HM(11)
HCI(11),HOM(12 ),FKMIN(11)
HTH(11),NHH(11),HPP(15,101),HW(11)
HCF(11),FKMAX(11),FNM(11)

o o

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

o o o

IP=0
HC=FC(3)
DO 10 1=1,NHS
PM(15)=TAN(HPHI(I))
HP(14)=TAN(HALP(I))
HP(16)=SIN(HALP(I))
HP(18)=COS(HALP(I))
HP(1)=HM(I)
HP(2)=HALP(I)
PM(2)=HPHI(I)
PM(12)=SIN(HPHI(I))
HP(15)=HDIA(I)*0.5/HP(14)
EVALUATE RADIAL STRESS FIELD CONSTANTS

°

CALL BETA(PM(2 ) , PM(1 2 ),PM(11),PM(5),PM(6))
CALL ENSC(FC(16),FC(17),PM(5 ) ,PM(6 ) , PM(11),HP(2),HP(16),HP(1))
FC(18)=0.5*(1.0+PM(11)*COS(2.0*PM(5)))/HP(16)
FC(18)=FC(18)*FC(17)/(FC(16)-1.0)
FC(19)=1.0
IF(HP(1 ) .EQ.1 .0 ) FC(19)=0.5
FC(19)=2. 0*(HP(14)+PM(15))*FC(18)-FC(19)
FC(19)=FC(19)*0.25/HP(14)
IF(HP(1 ).EQ.1 .0 ) FC(19)=FC(19)*FC(ll)/3.0
FC(20)=FC(18)/FC(19)
IF(HP(1 ) . EQ.1 .0 ) FC(20)»FC(20)*FC(11)*0.25
FC(21)=(1.0+PM(15)/HP(14))*FC(20)-1.0
IF(HP(1).EQ.1.0) FC(21)=2.0*FC(21)
FKMAX(I)=FC(20)
FNM(I)=FC(21)
HCF( I)=HC
WALL PRESSURES
C
DZ=HTH(I)/(NHH(I)-l.0)
DV=HC-HP( 1 5 ) /(FC(21) - l .0)
DO 20 J=1,NHH(I)
IP-IP+1
ZDZ=(J-1)*DZ
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20
C
C
C

OOO

10

DVH=(HP(15)-ZDZ)/HP(15)
HPF«DV*DVH**FC(21)
HPF»(DVH*HP(15)/(FC(21)-1.0)+HPF)*FC(20)*PM(3)
HPP( 2 ,IP)=AHAX1(HPF, HPP( 2 ,IP))
CONTINUE
EVALUATE NEW SURCHARGE
HC=HPF/ ( FKMAX( I )* PM(3))
CONTINUE
EVALUATE FLOW OUTLET SURCHARGE

OOO

FC(2 2 )=HC*PM(3)*HDIA(NHS+1)
IF(HM(NHS).EQ.1.0) FC(22)=FC(22)*HDIA(NHS+1)*FC(11)*0.25
QFL=AHAX1(FC(2 2 ) ,QFL)
EVALUATE FLOW FORCES PAR AND PER TO HOPPER WALLS
FPA=0.0
FPE=0.0
IP-IK+1
DO 30 I=NHS,1,-1
PH(15)=TAN(HPHI(I))
HP(14)=TAN(HALP(I))
HP(16)=SIN(HALP(I))
HP(18)=C0S(HALP(I))
HP(1)=HM(I)
HP(2)»HALP(I)
PM(2)=HPHI(I)
PM(12)=SIN(HPHI(I))
HP(15)=HDIA(I)*0.5/HP(14)
FC(20)=FKMAX(I)
FC(21)=FNM(I)
C
C
IF(I.NE.NHS) THEN
ANGD=HALP( I ) -HALP(1+1)
FPA=FPÀ*COS(ANGD)~FPE*SIN(ANGD)
FPE-+FPA*SIN(ANGD)+FPE*COS(ANGD)
END IF
C
C
DZ=HTH(I)/ (NHH(I)-l.0)
DO 30 J=NHH(I),1 ,-1
IP=IP-1
IF( J . NE. NHH( I )) THEN
ZT=HPP(1 3 ,IP )*0 .5/HP(14)
ZB=HPP(13,IP+1)*0.5/HP(14)
FPEFI*WSTF(ZT,ZB)
ELSE
FPEFI=0.0
END IF
FPEFI=FPEFI/HP(18)

"

FPAPI=FPEFI*PM(15)
FPE=FPE+FPEFI
FPA=FPA+FPAPI
C
o o o

EVALUATE FORCES PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE
AND VERTICAL FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE

o o
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HPA=FPA/HPP(1 4 ,IP)
HPE=FPE/HPP(1 4 ,IP)
HIP=HPA*HP(18)+HPE*HP(16)
HPP( 5 , IP) =AMAX1(HIP,HPP(5 ,IP))
HPP( 8 ,IP) =AMAX1(HPA, HPP( 8 ,IP))
HPP(1 1 ,IP)=AMAX1(HPE,HPP(1 1 ,IP))
CONTINUE
RETURN

[*PR0G. INCYL
SUBROUTINE INCYL(NP)
CALCULATE JANSSEN PRESSURES AND
IN PLANE FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE
COMMON /A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
COMMON /B/ ZC(51),FP(10,51)

FC(1)=PM(13)*PM(20)/HP(13)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

p

d

FUNCTION WSTF(ZT,ZB)
IF(HM(I).EQ.0.0) T1=ZT*ZT-ZB*ZB
IF(HM(I).EQ.1.0) ,T1=ZT*ZT*ZT-ZB*ZB*ZB
T1=T1/((HM(I)+2.0)*(FNM(I)-1.0))
T3=FNM(I)+HM(I)+1.0
T2=(ZT**T3-ZB**T3)/T3
T2=T2*(HCF(I)-H0M(I)/ (FNM(I)-l.0 ))
T2=T2/HOM(I)**FNM(I)
T1=(T1+T2)*FKMAX(I)*PM(3)*2.0
IF(HM(I).EQ.1.0) T1=FC(11)*HP(14)*T1
WSTF=T1
RETURN
END

o O

10

DO 10 1=1,NP
CPI=PM(3)*(1.0-EXP(-FC(1)*ZC(I)))/FC(1)
CPI=PM(3)*HP(20)*EXP(-FC(1)*ZC(I))+CPI
CFI=HP(13)*(PM(3)*(ZC(I)+HP(20))-CPI)
CPI=CPI*PM(20)
FP(1,I)=AMAX1(FP(1,I),CPI)
FP(4 ,I)=AMAX1(FP(4 , I ) , CFI)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE QC/AC AND HC

F,C(2)«FP(1,NP)/PM(20)
FC(3)=FC(2)/PM(3)
RETURN
END

o o o

R18DJM*PR0G. INHOP
SUBROUTINE INHOP(NHS, QIL, IK)
C
CALCULATE INITIAL HOPPER WALL PRESSURES
AND VERTICAL WALL FORCES
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

/A /
/C /
/D/
/E/

PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
HDIA(1 2 ),HALP(1 1 ),HPHI(11),HPHIT(11),HM(11)
HCI(ll),HOM(12), FKMIN(ll)
HTH(1 1 ),NHH(1 1 ),HPP(15,101), HW(11)

C
C
IP=0
HC=FC(3)
DO 20 1=1,NHS
PM(15)=TAN(HPHI(I))
HP(14)=TAN(HALP( I ))
HP(16)=SIN(HALP(I))
HP(18)=C0S(HALP(I))
HP(1)=HM(I)
HP(2 )=HALP( I )
PM(2)=HPHI(I)
PM(12)=SIN(HPHI(I))
F C (4)=1.0/(1. 0+PM(15)/HP(14))
HCi(I)=HC
HP(15)=H0M(I)
FKMIN( I ) =FC(4)
W=0.0
C
C
C

CIRCUMFERENCE DEPTH AND DIAMETER ARRAYS
DH=HTH(I) / (NHH(I)-l)
DO 10 J=1 ,NHH( I )
IP=IP+1
ZHZ=DH*(J - l )
.
IF(IP.EQ. 1)HPP(1 5 ,IP)=0.0
IF(IP. NE.1 ) THEN
HPP(1 5 ,IP)=HPP(15,IP-1)+DH
IF(J.EQ.l) HPP(1 5 ,IP)=HPP(15,IP-1)
END IF
HPP(1 3 ,IP)=HDIA(I)-2. 0*ZHZ*HP(14)
IF(HM(I). EQ.O.O) HPP(14,IP)=2.0
IF(HM(I) . EQ.1 .0 ) HPP(14,IP)=HPP(13,IP)*FC(li)

C
C
C

WALL PRESSURES
HPI=PM(3)*FC(4)*(HC+ZHZ)
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10
C

HPP(1 ,IP)=AMAX1(HPI,HPP(1 ,IP))
CONTINUE
EVALUATE WEIGHT IN HOPPER I

OOO

HOT=HDIA(I)*0.5/HP(14)
HOB=HDIA(1+1)*0.5/HP(14)
IF(HM(I).EQ.0.0) W=HOT*HOT-HOB*HOB
IF(HM(I).EQ.1.0) W=HOT*HOT*HOT-HOB*HOB*HOB
W«PM(3)*HP(14)*W
IF(HH(I).EQ.1.0) W=W*HP(14)*FC(11 )/3 .0
HW(I)=W

OOO

20

EVALUATE NEW SURCHARGE
HC=HPI/(FKMIN(I) *PM(3))
CONTINUE
EVALUATE INITIAL OUTLET SURCHARGE

OO

FC( 6)=HC*PM(3)*HDIA{NHS+1)
IF(HM(NHS) . EQ.1 .0 ) FC(6)*FC(6)*HDIA(NHS+1) *FC(11)*0.25
QIL=AMAX1(QIL,FC( 6))
EVALUATE INITIAL FORCES PAR AND PER TO HOPPER WALL

C
FPA^O.O
FPE=0.0
IK=IP
IP*IK+1
DO 30 I=NHS,1 ,-1
PM(15)-TAN(H?HI( I ))
HP(14)=TAN(HALP( I ))
HP(16)=SIN(HALP(I))
HP(18)=COS(HALP(I))
HP(1)=HM(I)
HP(2 )=HALP(I )
PM(2)=HPHI(I)
PM(12)=SIN(HPHI(I))
HP(15)=HOM(I)
FC(4)*FKMIN(I)
C
C
IF(I.NE.NHS) THEN
ANGD-HALP( I ) -HALP(1+1)
FPA=FPA* COS(ANGD)-F PE*SIN(ANGD)
FPEa+FPA*SIN(ANGD)+FPE*COS(ANGD)
END IF
C
C
DZ-HTH(I)/(NHH(I)-l.0)
DO 30 J=NHH(I) ,1 ,- 1
IP=IP-1
IF(J.NE.NHH(I)) THEN

ZT=0.5 *HPP( 1 3 ,IP) /HP(14)
ZB=0. 5*HPP( 1 3 ,IP+1) /HP(14)
FPEII=WSTI(ZT,ZB)
END IF
IF(J. EQ.NHH(I)) FPEII=0.0
FPEII=FPEII/HP(18)
FPAII«FPEII*PM(15)
FPE-FPE+FPEII
FPA=FPA+FPAII
C
C
C
C

EVALUATE FORCES PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE
AND VERTICAL FORCE PER UNIT CIRCUMFERENCE
PAI=FPA/HPP(1 4 ,IP)
PEI=FPE/HPP(1 4 ,IP)
FIP=PAI*HP(18)+PEI*HP(16)
HPP( 4 , IP) -AMAX1(HPP( 4 ,IP),FIP)
HPP( 7 ,IP) =AMAX1(HPP( 7 , IP ), PAI)
HPP(1 0 ,IP)=AMAX1(HPP(1 0 ,IP), PEI)
CONTINUE
RETURN

o o

30

;

FUNCTION WSTI(ZT,ZB)
IF(HM(I).EQ.O.O) T1=ZT-ZB
IF(HM(I) .EQ. 1.0) T1!S(ZT*ZT-ZB*ZB)*0.5
T1=(HCI(I)+HP(15))*T1
IF(HM(I) .EQ.O.O) T2:=(ZT*ZT-ZB*ZB)*0.5
IF(HM(I) . EQ.1 .0 ) T2=(ZT*ZT*ZT-ZB*ZB*ZB)/3 .0
T1-T1-T2
T13ST1*PM( 3)*FKMIN( I)
T1=T1*2.0
,
IF(HM(I).EQ.1 .0 ) T1=T1*FC(11)*HP(14)
WSTI=T1
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G.INPUT
SUBROUTINE INPUT(TEXT,ARRAY, IFRST, ILAST, MFILE)
C
C
WRITE A LINE OF TEXT TO SCREEN
C
READ PART OR ALL OF A ONE D ARRAY
C
C
TEXT
TEXT STRING
C
LTXT
LENGTH OF TEXT STRING
C
ARRAY
ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
C
ARRAY(IFRST) FIRST NUMBER READ IN
C
ARRAY(ILAST) LAST NUMBER READ IN
C
MFILE « 1 WRITE ARRAY TO FILE 12
C
DIMENSION ARRAY(25)
CHARACTER*(*) TEXT
LTXT=TRMLEN(TEXT)
WRITE(6,200) TEXT(1:LTXT)
READ(5 , *) (ARRAY( I),I=IFRST,ILAST)
IF(MFILE.EQ.l) WRITE(12,210) (ARRAY(I), I*IFRST, ILAST)
C
C
200 FORMAT( / , 1H ,A)
210 FORMAT(F7.2)
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G. IRPLY
SUBROUTINE IRPLY(TEXT, IREPLY, REPLY,MFILE)
C
C
WRITE A LINE OF TEXT TO SCREEN
C
READ AN INTEGER REPLY AND
C
WRITE TO FILE 12 IF REQUIRED
C
C
TEXT
TEXT STRING
C
LTXTLENGTH OF TEXT STRING
C
IREPLY INTEGER READ IN
C
MFILE = 1 WRITE IREPLY TO FILE 12
C
CHARACTER*(*) TEXT
LTXT-TRMLEN(TEXT)
WRITE(6,200) TEXT(1 :LTXT)
READ( 5 ,* ) IREPLY
REPLY=IREPLY
IF(MFILE.EQ.l) WRITE(12,210) IREPLY
C
C
200
210

FORMAT( / , 1H ,A)
FORMAT(17)
RETURN
END

n o n

R18DJM*PR0G.MODEL
SUBROUTINE MODEL(NCYL, NHS , YMAX, NYD, HGHT, DIAiM, BSUR)
C
C
DRAW HALF BIN AND CENTRELINE ON LHS OF SCREEN
C
DIMENSION BINY(15),BINX(15),XCL(2),YCL(2), COORD(25)
COMMON /C / HDIA(1 2 ),HALP(1 1 ),HPHI(1 1 ),HPHIT(1 1 ),HM(11)
COMMON / E l HTH(1 1 ),NHH(1 1 ),HPP(1 5 ,1 0 1 ),HW(11)
C
C
DATA COORD/1.0 ,2 .0 ,3 .0 ,4 .0 ,5 . 0 ,6 . 0 ,7 .0 ,8 .0 ,9 .0 ,1 0 .0 ,
* 1 2 .0 ,1 4 .0 ,1 6 .0 ,1 8 .0 ,2 0 .0 ,3 0 .0 ,4 0 .0 ,5 0 .0 ,6 0 .0 ,7 0 .0 ,
* 8 0 .0 ,9 0 .0 ,1 0 0 .0 ,2 0 0 .0 ,3 0 0 .0 /
EVALUATE TOTAL HEIGHT OF BIN TO APEX

)

i

n o n

10

BIN AND CENTRELINE COORDS
BINY(l)— BSUR
BINX(1)=0.0
BINY(2 )=0.0
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) DIAM=HDIA(1)
BINX(2)=DIAM*0.5
BINY(3)=HGHT
BINX(3)=BINX(2)
IG=3
IF(NHS.EQ.O) THEN
BINY(4)-HGHT
BINX(4)=0.0
IG-4
ELSE
DO 20 1=1,NHS
BINY(IG+I)=BINY(2+I)+HTH(I)
BINX( IG+I) =HDIA( 1+1)* 0.5
CONTINUE
IG=IG+NHS
END IF

n o

20

THH=0.0
IF(NHS.G7.1) THEN
DO 10 1=1,NHS-1
THH=THH+HTH( I )
CONTINUE
!
END IF
IF(NHS.NE.O) THEN
THH=THH+HDIA(NHS)*0.5 /TAN(HALP(NHS))
END IF
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) HGHT=0.0
TH=»THH+HGHT

XCL(1)=0.0
XCL(2)=0.0
YCL(1)=TH
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YCL( 2)=~BSUR
C
C
C

30
C
C
C
980

C
C
C

DETERMINE YMAX AND XMAX
DO 30 1=1,25
YMAX=COORD( I )
IF(TH.LE.YMAX) GO TO 980
CONTINUE
DRAW BIN NOT TO SCALE IF REQUIRED
XMAX=YMAX/5 .5
XYMAX=YMAX/5.5
IF(DIAM/2 .0 .GT. XMAX) THEN
XMAX=DIAM/2.0
IND=1
END IF
Y AXIS SUBDIVISIONS
IF( YMAX. LE. 4.0 ) THEN
NYD=2*YMAX
ELSE IF( YMAX. LE.9 .0 ) THEN
NYD=YMAX
ELSE IF( YMAX. LE.1 8 .0 ) THEN
NYD=YMAX/2
ELSE IF(YMAX.LE.50.0) THEN
NYD=YMAX/5
ELSE IF(YMAX.LE.100.0) THEN
NYD=YMAX/10
ELSE
NTD=YMAX/20
END IF

C
C
C

CHECK BSUR IS IN DISPLAY AREA
IF(BSUR.GT.XYMAX) THEN
YCL(2 )=-XYMAX
BINX(1)=(BSUR-XYMAX)*0.5*DIAM/BSUR
BINY(1 )=-XYMAX
END IF

C
C
C

DRAW BIN AND CENTRELINE

'

CALL PPALL('DISPLAY',0 .0 ,1 0 0 .0 ,1 0 0 .0 ,7 5 0 .0 )
CALL PPALL( "USER', 0 . 0 , YMAX, XMAX, -XYMAX)
3 .’ALL PPDRAW(BI NX, BINY, IG, -1 )
CALL PPDDRW(XCL, YCL, 2 , 2 5 , " - " , " . " )
CALL PPMODE( "SCALOFF")
IF(IND.EQ.l) CALL PPTEXT(2 0 .0 ,6 6 0 .0 ,"NTS",3)
CALL PPMODE("SCALON")
RETURN
END
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R18DJM*PROG.PAGE
SUBROUTINE PAGE(IUNIT)
C
C
SUBROUTINE TO CLEAR SCREEN AND
C
POSITION CURSOR AT TOP OF SCREEN
C
FOR USE ON TEKTRONIX TERMINALS
C
CALL PPTEXA(" % 1 )
CALL PPNEXT
CALL PPTEXA(" ',1)
CALL IVBGN
CALL PPMODE("HELPOFF')
IUNIT=1
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PROG.PLOT
SUBROUTINE PLOT(XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,XLBL,YLBL,HDNG,
*LXLBL ,LYLBL,LHDNG,NXD,NXSD,NXMD,NYD,NYSD,NYMD,
*SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

DRAW LINEAR AXES WITH LABELS AND HEADING
SXMIN
SYMIN
SXMAX
SYMAX

XMIN
YMIN
XMAX
YMAX

IN
IN
IN
IN

SCREEN
SCREEN
SCREEN
SCREEN

LXLBL
LYLBL
LHDNG

,
LENGTH OF X AXIS LABEL XLBL
LENGTH OF Y AXIS LABEL YLBL
LENGTH OF PLOT TITLE! HDNG

NXD
NXSD
NXMD
NYD
NYSD
NYMD

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

X
X
X
Y
Y
Y

CO-ORDS
CO-ORDS
CO-ORDS
CO-ORDS

AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS
AXIS

MAJOR DIVISIONS
SUBDIVISIONS
MINOR DIVISIONS
MAJOR DIVISIONS
SUBDIVISIONS
MINOR DIVISIONS

n

CHARACTER*(*) XLBL j,YLBL ,HDNG
C
C
SXMTX=( SXMIN+SXMAX) /2 .0
SYMTX=( SYMIN+SYMAX)/2 .0
SYXLB=SYMIN-60.0
SXYLB=SXMIN-95.0
SYHDN=SYXLB-55.0
C
C

CALL PPALL("DISPLAY", SXMIN, SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPALL("USER",XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX)
C
C

.
CALL PPAXIS( " X " , XMIN, YMIN,XMAX,1 ,NXD,NXSD,NXMD)
CALL PPAXIS( " X ", XMIN, YMAX, XMAX, - 1 , NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
IF(ABS(XMAX). GT.2 0 .0 ) THEN
CALL PPLBL("X", XMIN, YMIN, XMAX,-1, N XD ,"(F4.0)",4)
ELSE
CALL PPLBL("X",XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,- 1 ,N X D ,"(F 4.1)",4)
END IF

C

c

00

CALL PPAXIS ( " Y" , XMIN, YMIN, YMAX, 1 ,NYD, NYSD, NYMD)
CALL PPAXIS("Y",XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,- 1 , NYD,NYSD,NYMD)
IF(ABS(YMAX). GT.20.0) THEN
CALL PPLBL( "Y",XMIN,YMIN, YMAX,- 1 , NYD, "(F 5 ..0 )", 5)
ELSE
CALL PPLBL("Y",XMIN,YMIN,YMAX,- 1 , N Y D ,"(F 5 .1)',5)
END IF

PPMODE( "SCALOFF")
PPSET("RIGHT")
PPMTXT( SXMTX, SYXLB, XLBL,LXLBL)
PPMTXT( SXMTX, SYHDN, HONG,LHDNG)

00

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

0 0 0 0 0 5 «

CALL PPSET( "UP")
CALL PPMTXT( SXYLB, SYMTX, YLBL, LYLBL)
CALL PPSET("RIGHT")
CALL PPMODE( " SCALON")
RETURN
END
’ '■

l*PROG.READ
SUBROUTINE READ( TITLE, NTEXT, NHS, NCYL, CSUR, HSUR)
READ MATERIAL,HOPPER AND CYLINDER DATA
WRITE DATA OUT TO FILE 11 IN REPORT FORM
WRITE DATA OUT TO FILE 12 AS DATA ELEMENT

READ TITLE OR RUN IDENTIFICATION

o

o

o

COMMON /A/ PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
COMMON /C / HDIA(1 2 ),HALP(1 1 ),HPHI(11),HPHIT(1 1 ),HM(11)
CHARACTER*60 TITLE

n n

WRITE(6,*) "PLEASE ENTER YOUR DATA NOW"
WRITE(6 ,* )
CALL CHAR("TITLE",TITLE,1,1,LENG,NTEXT)
READ MATERIAL PROPERTIES

209.

C
C

WRITE OUT TO FILES
WRITE(6, *) 'MATERIAL PROPERTIES'
WRITE(11,*)
WRITE(11,*) 'MATERIAL PROPERTIES'
CALL INPUT('DELTA (DEG)',PM,1,1,1)
CALL INPUT('TOLERANCE ON DELTA (DEG)',PM(7),1,1,1)
WRITE(11,210) PM(1),PM(7)
CALL INPUT('BULK DENSITY (T/M**3)',PM,3,3,1)
WRITE(11,220) PM(3)
CONVERT DELTA TO RADIANS
ASSUME BULK DENSITY CONSTANT
CONVERT BULK DENSITY TO SPECIFIC WEIGHT

o

ri o

C
C

o o

o

RADC=3.14159/180.0
PM(1)=PM(1)*RADC
PM(7)=PM(7)*RADC
PM(3)=PM(3)*9.81
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
READ HOPPER DETAILS
WRITE OUT TO FILES

C
WRITE(6,*) 'HOPPER DETAILS'
CALL IRPLY('NUMBER OF HOPPER SECTIONS',NHS,FNHS,1)
IF(NHS.EQ.O) GO TO 990
WRITE(11,*)
WRITE(11,*) 'HOPPER DETAILS'
CALL IRPLY('HOPPER M (0 OR 1)',MHOP,HOPM,1)
WRITE(11,230) MHOP
WRITE(11,240)
IF(NHS.GE.2) THEN
WRITE(6,*) 'ENTER DATA FOR TOP HOPPER FIRST'
WRITE(6,*) 'THEN SECOND FROM TOP AND SO ON'
ELSE
END IF
DO 10 1=1,NHS
WRITE(6,250) I
CALL INPUT('TOP DIAMETER (M)',HDIA,I,1,1)
CALL INPUT('HOPPER HALF ANGLE (DEG)',HALP,I ,I ,1)
CALL INPUT('WALL FRICTION ANGLE (DEG)',HPHI,I ,I ,1)
CALL INPUT('TOLERANCE ON PHI (DEG)',HPHIT,I ,I ,1)
HM(I)=HOPM
WRITE(11,260) HDIA(I),HALP(I),HPHI(I ),HPHIT(I)
C
C

10

HALP(I)=HALP(I)*RADC
HPHI(I)=HPHI(I)*RADC
HPHIT(I)=HPHIT(I)*RADC
CONTINUE
NH0=NHS+1
CALL INPUT('OUTLET DIAMETER
WRITE(11,270) HDIA(NHO)

.

(M)',HDIA,NHO,NHO,1)
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CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
C
C

OO

CONICAL SURCHARGE ON HOPPER
IF NO CYLINDER SECTION

990

980
970

960

C
C
C
C

WRITE(6 ,* ) "CYLINDER DETAILS'
CALL IRPLY("NUMBER OF CYLINDER SECTIONS",NCYL,HP(7 ),1 )
IF(NCYL.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(6 ,* ) "CONICAL SURCHARGE ON HOPPER"
WRITE(6 ,* ) "ENTER 0 FOR NO SURCHARGE"
WRITE(6 ,* ) '
1 FOR ANGLE OF REPOSE"
CALL IRPLY("
2 FOR EFFECTIVE HEAD",NHSUR,HSUR,1)
IF(NHSUR-l) 980,970,960
RETURN
CALL INPUT( "ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)' , PM,8 ,8 ,1 )
WRITE(11,280) PM(8)
.
PM(8)=PM(8)*RADC
HP(21)=0. 5*HDIA(1)*TAN(PM(8 ) ) / ( 2 . O+HOPM)
WRITE(Il,290) HP(21)
WRITE(6,290) HP(21)
RETURN
CALL INPUT("EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE (M)' ,HP,21,21,1)
WRITE(11,290) H?(21)
RETURN
ELSE
END IF
READ CYLINDER DETAILS
WRITE OUT TO FILES
WRITE(1 1 ,*)
*
WRITE(1 1 ,*) 'CYLINDER DETAILS"
CALL IRPLY("CYLINDER M (0 OR 1 ) ' ,MCYL,HP(8 ),1 )
WRITE(11,300) MCYL
CALL INPUT("CYLINDER HEIGHT (M)" , HP,9 ,9 ,1 )
WRITE(11,310) HP(9)
IF(MCYL. EQ.1) THEN
CALL INPUT("CYLINDER DIAMETER (M)" , HP,19,19,1)
WRITE(11,320) HP(19)
HP(13)=HP(19)* 0 .25
ELSE
CALL INPUT("CYLINDER WIDTH (M)" ,HP,19,19,1)
WRITE(11,330) HP(19)
HP(13)=0. 5*HP(19)
WRITE(6 ,* ) "FOR LONG PLANE FLOW CYLINDER"
WRITE(6,340) H?(13)
CALL INPUT("CYLINDER AREA/PERIMETER (M)' ,HP,13 ,13 ,1)
WRITE(11,350) HP(13)
END IF
CALL INPUT("WALL FRICTION ANGLE PHI (DEG)",PM,4 ,4 ,1 )
CALL INPUT("TOLERANCE ON PHI (DEG)" , PM(9) ,1 ,1 ,1 )
WRITE(11,360) PM(4),PM(9)
PM(4) =PM(4 )*RADC
PM(9)=PM(9)*RADC

CALL INPUT( "'CYLINDER KJ" , HP, 10,10,1 )
WRITE(11,370) HP(10)
C

Ou
950
940

930

C
C
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370

CONICAL SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER
WRITE(6 ,* ) "CONICAL SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER"
WRITE(6 ,* ) "ENTER 0 FOR NO SURCHARGE"
WRITE(6 ,* ) "
1 FOR ANGLE OF REPOSE"
CALL IRPLY( "
2 FOR EFFECTIVE HEAD', NCSUR,CSUR,1)
IF(NCSUR-l) 950,940,930
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
RETURN
CALL INPUT("ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)",PM,8,3,1)
WRITE(11,280) PM(8)
PM(8)=PM(8)*RADC
HP(20)=0.5*HP(19)*TAN(PM(8))/(2.0+HP(8))
WRITE(11,290) HP(20) ’
WRITE(6,290) HP(20)
RETURN
CALL INPUT("EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE (M)" , HP,20,20,1)
WRITE ( 11,290) HP(20).
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)

FORMAT( / , 1H , "DELTA = ",F 6 .1 ," + - ",F 5 .1 ," DEG")
FORMAT(/,1H ,"BULK DENSITY = ",F 6 .2 ," T/M**3")
FORMAT(/,1H , "HOPPER M = ',I 2 )
FORMAT( / , 1H ,'TOP DIA ~ALPHA
PHI",
* /,l H , "
(M) (DEG)
(DEG)")
FORMAT( / , 1H , 'HOPPER NUMBER",12)
FORMAT( 1H ,F7. 2 ,F7. 1 ,F7.1 , " + -',F 5 .1 )
FORMAT( / , 1H , "OUTLET DIAMETER = ",F 6 .2 ," M")
FORMAT( / , 1H , "ANGLE OF REPOSE = ",F 5 .1 ," DEG")
FORMAT( / , 1H , "EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE = ',F 6 .2 ," M")
FORMAT(/,1H , "CYLINDER M - " ,1 2 )
FORMAT( / , 1H ,"CYL HEIGHT = ",F 6 .2 ," M")
FORMAT( / , 1H ,"CYL DIAM = ",F 7 .2 ," M")
FORMAT( / , 1H ,"CYL WIDTH * ",F 6 .2 ," M")
FORMAT(1H ,'USE AREA/PERIMETER =",F 6.2)
FORMAT( / , 1H ,"CYL AREA/PERIMETER = ',F 6 .2 ," M")
FORMAT( / , 1H ,"PHI = ',F 6 .1 ," 4 - ",F 5 .1 ," DEG")
FORMAT( / , 1H , 'CYLINDER KJ =",F 5.2)
RETURN
END
•

R18DJM*PROG.SCALE
SUBROUTINE SCALE( PMAX, XMAX, NXD, NXSD, NXMD)
C
c
DETERMINE SUITABLE MAXIMUM USER COORDINATES
C
AND AXIS SUBDIVISIONS FOR PLOTTING
C

TXV=10.0*PMAX
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AI=-1
C
C
400 TXV=TXV/10.0
AI=AX+1
C
C
IF(TXV.LE.5 .0 ) THEN
XMAX*5.0
NXD=5
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.5 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.10.0) THEN
XMAX=10.0
NXD=5
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.1 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.20.0) THEN
XMAX=20.0
NXD=4
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.2 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.30.0) THEN
XMAX=30.0
NXD=6
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.3 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.40.0) THEN
XHAX=40.0
NXD=4
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.4 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.50.0) THEN
XMAX=50.0
NXD=5
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.5 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.60.0) THEN
XMAX=60.0
NXD=6
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.6 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.80.0) THEN
XMAX=80.0
NXD=4
ELSE IF(TXV.GT.5 0 .0 .AND.TXV.LE.100.0) THEN
XMAX=100.0
|
NXD=5
!'
ELSE
'
GO TO 400
END IF
C
C
XMAX*XMAX*10**AI
NXSD=2
NXHD=5
RETURN
END
R18DJM*PROG. SEPC
SUBROUTINE SEPC(ZH,Z0)

c
c
c
c
c
c

STRAIN ENERGY CONSTANTS
ZH
CYLINDER HEIGHT
SWITCH LOCATION
ZO
FC(13) STRAIN ENERGY PARAMETER SO
FC(14) STRAIN ENERGY PARAMETER A

C
C
C

FC(15)
FC(23)

STRAIN ENERGY PARAMETER B
STRAIN ENERGY PARAMETER X

COMMON /A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
C
C

C
C

FC(13)=1. 0-EXP(-FC(1)*ZO)
FC(13)=FC(13)/(FC(1)*HP(13))
FC(13)=FC(13)+HP(20)*EXP(-FC(1)*ZO)/HP(13)
'
M=HP(8)
FC(23)=FC(10)*(ZH-Z0)
XV=EXP(FC(23))
CV=FC(9)
IF(M.EQ.l) CV=FC(9)*FC(7)
CV=CV-1.0
FC(14)=XV*(1.0/PM(13)-FC(9)*FC(8))
IF.(M.EQ.l) FC( 14)=FC(7)*FC(14)
FC(14)=FC(14)-CV*(FC(13)-FC(8))
FC(14)=FC(14)/((CV+2.0)*XV*XV-CV)

C
C
FC(15)=FC(13)-FC(8)-FC(14)
RETURN
END

R18DJM*PR0G. SEPP
SUBROUTINE SEPP(ZO,Z,P,S)
C
C
STRAIN ENERGY WALL PRESSURES
C
ZO
SWITCH LOCATION
C
Z
CYLINDER DEPTH VARIABLE
C
P
WALL PRESSURE AT DEPTH Z
C
S
A * E**X + B * E**-X
+N
C
COMMON /A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
C
C
XV=(Z-ZO)*FC(10)
EXV*EXP(XV)
P»(FC(14)*EXV-FC(15)/EXV)*HP(13)*FC(10)
P=HP(13)*PM(3)*(1.0-P)/?M(13)
S=FC(14)*EXV-fFC(15)/EXV+FC(8)
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX J
LISTING OF PROGRAM CYL1.PROG

-

A listin g of the FORTRAN code for the program CYL1.PROG follows.
program calculates

and

plots

the

ratio

of

cylinder

This

minimum strain

energy wall pressures and forces to Janssen wall pressures and forces.
Listings of the subroutines BYPD, DUMMY, FLCYL, INCYL, PAGE, PLOT, SEPC
and SEPP are given in Appendix I.

O OOOO

R18DJM*CYL1.PROG
C
CALCULATE AND PLOT
CYLINDER PRESSURE FACTOR
CYLINDER FORCE FACTOR
FOR CONSTANT H/D AND VARIABLE PHI

OO

COMMON /A / PM(25),HP(25),FC(25)
COMMON /B / ZC(1 0 1 ),FP(6,101)

OO

DIMENSION WPN(10,1 0 1 ),VWF(10,101)
DIMENSION X(101),Y(101),PHI(10),SWTCH(10)

CHARACTER*80 XLBL, YLBL, HDN, HDNG
C
C
CALL PPBGN('PCYLl')
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
WRITE(6 ,* )
WRITE(6,* ) '**************************************'
WRITE(6, *) 'CYLINDER PRESSURES AND WALL FORCES'
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'STRAIN ENERGY AS A MULTIPLE OF JANSSEN'
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'FOR CONSTANT H/D RATIO AND VARIABLE PHI
WRITE(6 ,* ) '***************************************
WRITE(6 ,* )
WRITE(1 1 ,*) 'STRAIN ENERGY / JANSSEN'
WRITE(1 1 ,*) 'WALL PRESSURES AND FORCES'
WRITE(1 1 ,*) 'CONSTANT H/D VARIABLE PHI PLOTS'
WRITE(1 1 ,*)
C
C
NDBP=0
NFRAME=0
FC(11)=3.14159
RADC=3.14159/180.0
C
C
C
930

READ DATA
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'CYLINDER M (0 OR 1 )'
READ(5 ,* ) HP(8)
M=HP(8)
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'CYLINDER KJ'
READ(5 ,* ) PM(20)
PM(21)=PM(20)
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'CYLINDER H/D RATIO'
READ(5 ,* ) HDR
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'ANGLE OF REPOSE (DEG)'
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'FOR SURCHARGE ON CYLINDER'
READ(5 ,* ) PM(8)
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'NUMBER OF PHI VALUES'
READ( 5 ,* ) NPHI

216.

10
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

WRITE(6 ,* ) "PHI VALUES
IF(NPHI.GT.IO) NPHI=10
DO 10 I=1,NPHI
READ(5 ,* ) PHI(I)
CONTINUE

(DEG)"

ASSUME CYLINDER DIAM = 1 . 0
HENCE CYLINDER HEIGHT = H / D
CALCULATE AREA/PERIMETER
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE
ASSUME BULK DENSITY = 1 * 9.81
HP(19)=1.0
HP(9)=HDR
HP(13)=HP(19)/(2.0*(1.0+HP(8 )))
PM(8 )=PM(8 )*RADC
HP(20)=HP(1 9 )*TAN( PM(8 ) ) /( 2 .0 * ( 2 .0+PM(20)))
PM(3)=1.0*9.81

C
C
PMIN=10000.0
PMAX=0.0
VMAX=0.0
NP-101

on

C
C

DO 15 1=1,NP
ZC(I)=H P(9)*(I-1. 0 ) / (NP-1.0)
IF (ZC (I).L T .1.0) THEN
ZCNE=ZC(I)
ZTWO=ZC(2 )+ZONE
NSW=I+1
END IF
CONTINUE

o o

15

JANSSEN WALL PRESSURES AND FORCES
STRAIN ENERGY WALL PRESSURES AND FORCES

ci d o

DO 20 1=1,NPHI
PM(4)=PHI(I)*RADC
PM(13)=TAN(PM(4))
CALL INCYL(NP)
CALL FLCYL(NP)
DIVIDE STRAIN ENERGY BY JANSSEN
DETERMINE MAXIMUMS AND MINIMUMS

C

25

DO 25 J= 1, NP
WPN(I,J)=FP(2,J)/FP(1,J)
VWF(I,J)=FP(5,J)/FP(4,J)
PMAX=AMAX1(PMAX, WPN( I , J))
IF(J . GT. 2 . AND. J . LE. NSW) PMIN=AMIN1(PMIN, WPN(I, J ))
VMAX=AMAX1(VMAX, VWF( I , J ))
CONTINUE
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20

C
C
C
950
970

VWF( 1 ,1 ) =VWF(1 ,2 )
CONTINUE
WHICH PLOT IS REQUIRED
IF(NDBP.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(6 ,* )
WRITE(6 ,* ) WHICH OPTION DO YOU REQUIRE'
WRITE(6, *) 0 FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION
WRITE(6 ,*)
NORMAL WALL PRESSURES'
WRITE(6 ,* )
VERTICAL WALL FORCES'
WRITE(6 ,* )
ENTER NEW DATA'
WRITE(6 ,* )
READ(5 ,* ) NPLOT
END IF
CALL PAGE( IUNIT)

C
C

o o o

NDBP=0
IF(NPLOT.EQ. 0)
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l)
IF(NPLOT.EQ.2)
IF(NPLOT.EQ.3)
GO TO 970

910

TO
TO
TO
TO

900
910
920
930

NORMAL WALL PRESSURES AXIS DETAILS
XMAX=0.0
XMIN=0.0
'
XSTEP=1.0
DO 30 1=1,20
XMAX=XMAX+XSTEP
IF(XMAX.EQ.8.0) THEN
XMAX=10.0
.
XSTEP=2.0
END IF
IF(XMAX-0.2*XSTEP.LE.PMAX) GO TO 30
NXD=XMAX/XSTEP
IF( HDR. GT.8 . 0 .AND.XMAX. LE.8 .0 ) XMAX=XMAX+1.0
NXSD=2
_
NXMD=5
GO TO 915
CONTINUE

nono

30

GO
GO
GO
GO

915

XLBL='0.85 X (P/]c[D)
/ (P/]c[D)
'
YLBL='h/D'
HDN*'DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL PRESSURES'
LXLBL=33
LYLBL=3
LHDN=35
GO TO 960

218.

C
C
C
920

VERTICAL WALL FORCES AXIS DETAILS
XMIN=0.0
XMAX=10.0
XSTEP=5.0
NXD=XMAX/XSTEP
NXSD=5
NXMD=5

C
C
IF(M.EQ.l) THEN
XLBL="
(U/]c[D]L[3]M[)
/ (U /] c [D]L[3 ]M[ ) "
LXLBL=40
ELSE
XLBL=" (U/]c[D]L[2]M[L)
/ (U /]c[D]L[2]H[L)
LXLBL=41
,
END IF
YLB,L="h/D"
LYLBL=3
i
HDN="DIMENSIONLESS IN PLANE WALL FORCES"
LHDN=34
C
C
C
960

40

o o

45
C

ooo

980

VERTICAL AXIS DETAILS
YMIN=0.0
YMAX=0.0
YSTEP=0.5
DO 45 J=1,2
DO 40 1=1,10
YMIN=YMIN+YSTEP
IF(YMIN.GE.HDR) THEN
NYD=YMIN/YSrEf
',
NTEST=NYD/2
,
NTEST=NTEST*2
;
IF(NYD .EQ .NTEST .AND . J.EQ. 1); NYD=NYD/2
NYSD=2
NYMD=5
GO TO 980
END IF
CONTINUE
YMIN=5.0
YSTEP=1.0
CONTINUE
SCREEN COORDINATES
SXMIN=225.0
SYMIN=150.0
SXMAX=705.0
SYMAX=850.0
HEADING

219.
IF(M.EQ.l) THEN
HDNG="FOR AXISYMMETRIC CYLINDER H/D ='
LHDNG=33
ELSE
HDNG="FOR PLANE FLOW CYLINDER H/D ='
LHDNG=30
END IF
C

o o

DRAW AXES
CALL PLOT(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,
*XLBL, YLBL, HDN, LXLBL, LYLBL, LHDN,
*NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, NYSD, NYMD,
*SXMIN, SYMIN, SXMAX, SYMAX)

C
C
C
C

ELIMINATE 1.5 TIMES JANSSEN PRESSURES
ELIMINATE FORCES IF RATIO OVER 10.0

•
55
C
C
C

50
C
C
C

DO 50 1=1, NPHI
NUM=0
DO 55 J=1,NP
IF(ZC(J).LT.1 .0 .AND.NPLOT.EQ.l) GO TO 55
IF(VWF(I,J). GE.XMAX.AND.NPLOT.EQ.2) GO TO 55
NUM=NUM+1
Y(NUM)=ZC(J)
IF( NPLOT.EQ.l) THEN
X(NUM)=WPN(I, J)
'
ELSE
X( NUM) =VWF( I , J)
END IF
CONTINUE
PLOT POINTS

,:

CALL PPDRAW(X, Y, NUM,-1 )
IF( NPLOT.EQ.1) SWTCH(I)=X(1)
CONTINUE
PLOT 1.5 TIMES JANSSEN AND SWITCH
IF( PMAX. GT.1 .5 ) THEN
PMSW=PMAX
ELSE
PMSW=PMIN
END IF
IF(NPLOT.EQ.1) THEN
X (1)=1.5
Y( 1)=0.0
X(2)=1.5
Y(2)=Z0NE
X(3)=PMSW
Y(3)=ZTWO
CALL PPDRAW(X,Y,3,-1)
END IF

220.

C
C

OO

DRAW FORCES TO AXIS ON RIGHT
USE LINEAR INTERPOLATION

65
60
C
C
C

IF(NPLOT.NE.2) GO TO 60
DO 60 1=1,NPHI
DO 65 J=1,NP
IF(VWF(I,J).GT.XMAX.AND.
*VWF(I,J+1).LT.XMAX) THEN
X (1)=VWF(I ,J+l)
Y (1)=ZC(J+l)
X(2)=XMAX
Y(2)=ZC(J+1)-ZC(J)
Y(2)=Y(2)/(VWF(I,J)-VWF(I,J+l))
Y (2)=Y(2)*(XMAX-VWF(I ,J+I))
Y(2)=ZC(J+l)-Y(2)
,
CALL PPDRAW(X,Y,2,-1)
GO TO 60
,
END IF
;
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

'
!

WRITE HEADING
SXHDNG=(SXMAX+SXMIN)*0.5-30.0
SYÏÏDNG=0.0
CALL PPMODE("SCALOFF")
CALL PPSET (WRIGHT"")
CALL PPMTXT(SXHDNG,SYHDNG,HDNG,LHDNG)
CALL PPNUMA(HDR,"(F4.1)",4)

C
C
C

C
C

WRITE KJ AND NU VALUES
1
IF (NPLOT .EQ.1. AND.XMAX.GT .2.0) THEN
SXKJ=$XMAX-135.0
SYKJ=SYMAX-40.0
ELSE IF(NPLOT.EQ.l.AND.XMAX.LE.2.0) THEN
SXKJ=SXMIN+30.0
SYKJ=SYMAX-40.0
ELSE IF(M.EQ.O) THEN
SXKJ=SXMIN+30.0
SYKJ=SYMAX-40.0
ELSE IF(M.EQ.1.AND.PM(20).GE.0.3) THEN
SXKJ=SXMAX-135.0
SYKJ=SYMAX-145.0
ELSE
SXKJ=SXMIN+30.0
SYKJ=SYMAX-40.0
END IF
SXNU=SXKJ+14.0
SYNU=SYKJ-30.0
CALL PPTEXTCSXKJ,SYKJ,'Kj =',4)
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CALL PPNUMA(PM(20), ' ( F 4 . 2 ) ' , 4 )
CALL PPTEXT(SXNU,SYNU,']m[ = ' , 5 )
CALL P P N U M A ( P M ( 1 4 ) , ' ( F 4 . 2 ) ' , 4 )
C
o o

WRITE EFFECTIVE SURCHARGE
I F ( NPLOT.EQ.l) THEN
SXCS=SXMIN+30. 0
SYCS=SYMAX-40. 0
ELSE IF(NPL0T. EQ. 2) THEN
SXCS=SXMAX-170.0
SYCS=SYMIN+25. 0
END IF
IF (HP ( 2 0 ) . G T . 0 . 0 ) THEN
CALL P PT E XT ( SX CS ,S YCS ,' h ]M[ s] L[ /D = ' , 1 2 )

o o o

CALL P P N U M A ( H P ( 2 0 ) , ' ( F 4 . 2 ) ' , 4 )
END IF
HEADING SUBSCRIPTS
CALL P PSI ZE(IO. O)
SXS=(SXMIN+SXMAX)*0.5 - 3 5 . 0
IF(NPLOT.EQ. 2 ) SXS=SXS-35.0
I F ( NPLOT. EQ. 2 .AND.M. EQ. 0 ) SXS=SXS-8. 0
-

SYS=85. 0
CALL PPTEXT(SXS,SYS,'STRAIN' , 6 )

-

o o

SXE=SXS
SYE=SYS-15. 0
CALL PPTEXT(SXE, SYE, 'ENERGY', 6 )

SXJ=(SXMIN+SXMAX)*0.5+145.0
IF(NPLOT.EQ.2) SXJ=SXJ-26.0
IF(NPLOT.EQ.2 .AND.M.EQ.0) SXJ=SXJ+10.0
SYJ=80.0

o o

CALL PPSIZE(IO.O)
CALL PPTEXT(SXJ,SYJ,'JANSSEN',7)
WRITE PLOT DETAILS TO FILE 11

C
NF RAME =NF RAME+1
WRITE(11,200) NFRAME
WRITE(11,210) M,PM(20),HDR,HP(20)
WRITE(11,220) (PHI(I),1=1,NPHI)
IF (NPLOT.EQ.l)
WRITE(li,230)
WRITE(11,240)
ELSE
WRITE (11,250)
WRITE(11,260)
END IF

THEN
(SWTCH(I),1=1,NPHI)
(WPN(I,101),1=1,NPKI)
( W F (1,1), 1=1, NPHI )
(VWF(I,101),1=1,NPHI)

C
°200

FORMAT(//,'DETAILS FOR FRAME',13,/)

210

220
230
240
250
260
C
C

FORMAT('CYL M =',I2,
*/,'CYL Kj =',F4.2,
*/,'H / D =',F4.1,
*/,'hs / D =',F4.2)
FORMAT('PHI(I) =
',10F6.1)
FORMAT('WPN(I ,SW) =',10F6.2)
FORMAT('WPN(I,NP) =',10F6.2)
FORMAT('VWF(1,1) = ',10F6.2>
FORMAT('WF(I,NP) *',10F6.2)

OO

CALL PPNEXT
IF(IUNIT.EQ.O) THEN
NDBP=0
GO TO 950
END IF
CALL BYPD(NDBP,NPLOT)
IF(NPLOT.EQ.IO) NPLOT=0
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
GO TO 950
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
CALL PPEND
IF(IUNIT.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(6,*) 'FOR DEVICE INDEPENDENT OPERATION'
WRITE(6,*) 'PLOTS ARE IN TEMPORARY FILE PCYL1'
END IF
WRITE(6,300) NFRAME
WRITE(6,*) 'PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED'

OO

900

300

FORMAT(/,1H ,13,' FRAMES GENERATED',//,
*' PLOT DETAILS ARE IN FILE 11',/)
STOP
END ■
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APPENDIX K
LISTING OF PROGRAM KMAX.CONTR

A listin g of the FORTRAN code for the program KMAX.CONTR follows.
program plots contours of the hopper flow stress ratio
f ile s

containing

motion.

Listings

solutions

to

the radial

stress

field

This

from data
equations

of

of the subroutines BYPD, DUMMY, PAGE and PLOT are

given in Appendix I.

O O

R18DJM*KMAX.C0NTR
C
C
PLOT CONTOURS OF THE HOPPER FLOW STRESS RATIO KMAX
C
DIMENSION SO( 7 1 ,7 1 ) ,SA(7 1 ,7 1 ),FF( 7 1 ,7 1 ) ,SHR(71,71)
DIMENSION WNS(71,71),Q(71,71), AKMX(71,71)
DIMENSION THETA(7 1 ),PHY(71)
DIMENSION COVA(3 1 ),COSP( 3 1 ) ,NOC(31)
C
C
CHARACTER*80 XLBL,YLBL, ÏÏDN, HDNG
C
C
NFRAME=0
CALL PPBGN('PKMAX')
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
WRITE(6 ,* )
WRÎTE(6,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'PLOT KMAX CONTOURS'
WRITE(6,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
C
ENTER DATA FROM DATA FILE
920

WRITE(6 ,* )
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'ENTER REEVES TYPE DATA FILE'
READ(5 ,* ) ID,DELTA,ZM
M-ZM
READ(5 ,* ) NUM
DO 10 1=1,NUM
. READ(5 ,* ) (S O (J ,I),J = l,6 1 ),(S A (J ,I),J = l,6 1 ),
*(FF(J,I),J=1,61),(W NS(J , I ) , J=1,61) ,
* (S H R (J ,I),J = 1 ,6 1 ),(Q (J ,I),'=1,61)
10
CONTINUE
' NUP=NUM
:
IF(M.EQ.l) NUP=NUM+1
READ(5,* ) (THETA(I),1=1,NUP) , (PHY(I),1=1,NUP)
C
C
EXTRAPOLATE FOR Q AT ALPHA = 0
C
DO 20 1=1,NUM
D IF=Q(2,I)-Q(3,I)
Q(1,I)=Q(2,I)+DIF
20 CONTINUE
C
C
CALCULATE KMAX VALUES
C
PYE=3.14159
DNM=(4.0/PYE)**ZM
DO 30 1=1,61
DO 35 J=1 ,NUM
AKMX( I , J) =WNS(I,J)/(Q(I,J)*DNM)
35
CONTINUE
30
CONTINUE

c
C
C
910

C
C
C

40
C
C
C

WHICH CONTOURS ARE REQUIRED
NCNT=1
NFRAME=NFRAME+1
WRITE(6 ,* ) "HIGHEST CONTOUR VALUE"
READ(5 ,* ) COVA(l)
WRITE(6 ,* ) "CONTOUR SPACING"
READ( 5 , * ) COSP(l)
IF( COSP( 1 ) .GT. COVA(1)) COSP(1)=COVA(1)
NOC(1)=C0VA(1)/C0SP(1)
INDIVIDUAL CONTOUR VALUES
WRITE(6 ,* ) "NUMBER OF OTHER CONTOURS (MAX 30)"
READ(5, *) NCTR
IF(NCTR.GT.30) NCTR=30
IF(NCTR.NE.O) THEN
DO 40 1=1,NCTR
NCNT=NCNT+1
IF(I.EQ .l) WRITE(6 ,* ) "CONTOUR VALUES"
READ(5 ,* ) COVA(NCNT)
COSP(NCNT)=COVA(NCNT)
NOC(NCNT)=COVA(NCNT)/ COSP(MCNT)
CONTINUE
END IF
X AXIS DIVISIONS
NXD=6
NXSD=2
NXMD=5

C
C
C

Y AXIS DIVISIONS
IF(DELTA.GT.5 0 .0 .AND.M.EQ.l) THEN
PHI=50.0
ELSE
PHI=DELTA
END IF
NYD=PHI/10.0
FLAG=NYD*10.0
IF(FLAG.NE.PHI) THEN
NYD=PHl/5.0
NYSD=5
NYMD=1
ELSE
NYSD=2
NYMD=5
END IF

C
C
C

AXIS LA3ELS AND HEADINGS
XLBL="ALPHA - DEGREES'

226.

o o o

>

LXLBL-15
YLBL='PHI - DEGREES'
LYLBL=13
IF(M.EQ.l) THEN
HDN='AXISYMMETRIC FLOW DELTA =
DEGREES'
LHDN=37
ELSE
HDN='PLANE FLOW
DELTA =
DEGREES'
LHDN=33
END IF
HDNG='HOPPER FLOW STRESS RATIO K '
LHDNG=28
SCREEN COORDINATES

o o o

SXMIN=225.0
SYMIN=150.0
SXMAX=705.0
SYMAX=750.0
SYCON=(SYMAX-SYMIN)*(NUM-1.0 ) /PHI
SYCON=SYMIN+SYCON

1

DRAW AXES AND HASS FLOW BOUND

o o o

CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
CALL PPSIZE(14.0)
CALL PL0T(0.0 ,0 .0 ,6 0 .0 ,PHI,
*XLBL, YLBL,HDN, LXLBL, LYLBL, LHDN,
*NXD, NXSD, NXMD, NYD, NYSD, NYHD,
*SXMIN,SYMIN,SXMAX,SYMAX)
CALL PPDDRW(THETA,PHY,NUP, 1 5 , ' - ' , ' ')
CALL PPMODE( ' SCALOFF')
WRITE HEADING
SXDL=552.0
IF(H.EQ.l) SXDL=580.0
SYDL=SYMIN-105.0
CALL PPNUMB(SXDL, SYDL, DELTA,'(F3.0)',3)
SXHN=(SXMIN+SXMAX)*0.5
SYHN=5.0
CALL PPMTXT(S XHN, SYHN, HDNG, LHDNG)
CALL PPSIZE(10.0)
SXMX»(SXMIN+SXMAX)*0.5+172.0
'
SYMX=0.0
CALL PPTEXT(SXMX,SYMX,'MAX',3)
CALL PPSIZE(14.0)
CALL PPGRID(NXD, NYD)
PLOT THE CONTOURS
C
CALL PPMODE('SCALON')
CALL PPALL( 'DISPLAY', SXMIN, SYMIN, SXMAX, SYCON)
DO 50 1=1,NCNT

50
C
C
C

60
C
C

CALL PPCONT(AKMX,61,NUM,71,COSP(I), COVA(I), -NOC(I),
*' ' , 0 , ' ',0)
CONTINUE
WRITE CONTOUR VALUES TO FILE 11
WRITE(11,200) NFRAME,DELTA,M
DO 60 1=1,NCNT
WRITE(11,210) COVA(I), COSP(I), NOC(I)
CONTINUE

CALL PPNEXT
IF(IUNIT.EQ.O) THEN
NDBP=0
GO TO 930
END IF
CALL BYPD(NDBP, NPLOT)
IF(NPLOT.EQ.IO) NPL0T=0
CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
C
O O

WHICH OPTION NEXT
930

IF(NDBP.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(6 ,* ) "WHICH OPTION DO YOU REQUIRE"
WRITE(6 ,* ) "0 FINISH PROGRAM EXECUTION"
WRITE(6 ,* ) "1 PLOT MORE CONTOURS'
WRITE(6 ,* ) "2 ENTER NEW DATA FILE"
READ(5 ,* ) NPLOT
ELSE
END IF

C
C
IF(NPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 900
IF(NPLOT. EQ.1) GO TO 910
IF(NPLOT. EQ.2) GO TO 920
C
C
900

CALL PAGE(IUNIT)
CALL PPEND
IF(IUNIT.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(6 ,* ) "FOR DEVICE INDEPENDENT OPERATION'
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'PLOTS ARE IN TEMPORARY FILE PKMAX"
END IF
WRITE(6,300) NFRAME
WRITE(6 ,* ) 'CONTOUR VALUES ARE IN FILE 11"
WRITE(6 ,* )
WRITE(6 ,* ) "PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED'

C
C
100
200

FORMAT(A3)
FORMAT(///,"KMAX CONTOURS FOR FRAME" , 1 3 , / / ,
* "DELTA = " , F5. 1 , " M = " , I 3 , / / ,
* 'MAXIMUM SPACING NUMBER")
210 FORMAT(F6.1,1X,F8.1,1X,I6)

228.

300

FORMAT( / , IK , 1 3 / FRAMES GENERATED',/)
STOP
END

C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

DATA FROM REEVES FILE
SO(I,J)
STRESS FUNCTION FOR THETA = 0
SA(I, J)
STRESS FUNCTION FOR THETA = ALPHA
FF(I, J)
FLOW FACTOR
WNS(I, J)
DIMENSIONLESS NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
SHR(I, J)
DIMENSIONLESS WALL SHEAR STRESS FUNCTION
Q(I, J)
DIMENSIONLESS SURCHARGE FACTOR
WHERE I = PHI + 1 AND J = ALPHA + 1
THETA(K),PHY(K) MASS FLOW BOUNDS ARRAYS
WHERE K = 1, MUM (+1)

DELTA
ID
ZM
NUM

STATIC ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION
DELTA IN INTEGER FORM
FLOW CHANNEL M VALUE
NUMBER OF PHI VALUES IN REEVES DATA FILE
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